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Energy Poses No Problem
By Mary Nelson
"There is no immediate crisis on the
horizon," said Thomas Lips, assistant to
President Lockwood and chairman pro-tem
of Trinity's Committee on the Environment.
He said that the college has dealt with the
immediate crisis and they realize the
"energy crisis" is not short term. The
committee on the environment will be
organizing itself to deal with future
problems.
Present action, including a lowering of
temperatures in buildings to 68 degrees and
the decrease in lighting, will continue, he
said. Lips also suggested that the Trinity
community continue to watch its energy
consumption.
In December there was a twenty-five
percent savings in oil over last December,
and it appears that there will be a similar
savings in January, according to Reil
Crandall, Director of Buildings and
Grounds. Crandall also said that Trinity's
oil supplier assured him of deliveries for
February and March if the oil is available.
' "This savings is due 100% to the participation of the students, faculty and administration," continued Crandall, "and
they should be congratulated. I would appreciate it and it would help if they keep up
the same fine' work." Lips also expressed
President Lockwood's and his own
gratification to the Trinity community for
their response.
These three men attributed much trf the
savings to actions taken by the college. They
include the extended closing of dorms
during Christmas vacation, and employee
vacation during the three-day work period
between Christmas and New Year's. The
mild winter was also an important factor,
according to Crandall.

The committee on the environment, acLips views the committee as a collecting
cording to Peter Basch, '74, was originally a agency for information; Basch would like a
committee of the Trinity College Council. committee that could review all actions on
The members felt they could accomplish the campus which might affect the enmore if they were a separate entity; they
then sought a presidential decree making
them a committee responsible to Lockwood,
said Basch.
Three students, three faculty members,
and two administrators formed the committee, Basch continued. The sum total of
their work was nothing; this was due in part
to the poor attendance of the two administrators, noted Basch. The committee
was inactive until November, he said.
Then, according to Lips, President Lockwood was looking for an organization to
assemble ideas concerning the energy needs
on campus. "I was asked to reassemble the
committee on the environment because
President Lockwood thought it was the most
appropriate body in existence," Lips
remarked.
People involved with all environmental
and energy concerns of Trinity such as
Crandall were invited to join, Lips indicated. He stressed that it was loosely
organized in order to deal quickly with the
situation at hand.
Because the oil shortage will exist for
some time, Lips said, the committee was
organized to study the long-term consequences.
Both Lips and Basch agree that the
Committee needs more organization and
definition of powers and purpose. Both are
interested in.seeing the committee expand
its interest .'to environmental concerns.
These include recycling of appropriate
materials and suggesting environmentally
sound actions to the school.

vironment, such as whether new buildings
such as Life Sciences should be built, or
what type of fertilizer should be used on the
i Continued on p. U
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Alternative Energy Source?

SEC To Conduct Elections
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will be conducting elections on January 31st
lor four vacancy places. The positions to be
filled are as follows:
Budget Committee: one (1) position open to
any full-time undergraduate.
The Budget Committee is comprised of
. four elected students and the Associate
Dean for Student Services, each person
having one vote. This committee
establishes budget procedures for the
allocation of the Student Activities Fee to
recognized student organizations, approves check requests- and bills from
budgeted organizations, prepares
monthly financial statements, and
recommends policy with regard to excess
funds at the end of the year to the Student
Activities Committee.
Curriculum Committee: one (1) position
open to any full-time undergraduate.
The Curriculum Committee is a faculty
committee with four student members.
Students are full members of the committee and have one vote each. The
Curriculum Committee handles all
changes and revisions in the curriculum
and the curricular policy of the College. It
must approve all new courses (including

Student-Taught courses), programs, and
majors. In addition, students seeking
interdisciplinary majors must appear
before the Curriculum Committee for
approval.
Trinity College Council (TCC): two (2)
positions open to any full-time undergraduate.
The TCC is an elected body, composed of
eight faculty members, eight undergraduates, three administrators, a
member of the Board of Fellows (or a'
person designated by the Board), and one
representative
of the
Parents
Association, each selected by his/her own
constituency. The Council is advisory to
the President of the College, the faculty,
the student body, and to appropriate
College Bodies. The Council may advise
the Trustees through the President of the
College.
As these are vacancy elections, the term of
office is only until May of 1974, at which time
the regular student elections will be held.
To appear on the ballot, a nominating
petition must be submitted. The petition
must contain the petitioner's name, class,
box, phone (if any), and the position applied
for. Only one position may be listed on a

petition. Students desiring to run for more
than one position must submit a valid
petition for each position. All nominating
petitions must also include the signatures of
fifteen (15) full-time undergraduate
students (enrolled at Trinity College). Any
petition that does not meet the above
criteria will be declared invalid.
Nominating petitions are to be turned in
on Thursday, January 24th, between the
hours of 9a.m.-5 p.m., in the locked petition
box behind the Mather Hall Front Desk. No
petition will be accepted before 9am
January 24th or after 5pm January 24th.
Students submitting petitions will be
notified by mail on Friday morning
(January 25th) as to whether or not their
petition(s) has been accepted. Appeals will
be allowed on that afternoon(January 25th)
from lpm-5pm in the Student Government
Office (527-3151 ext. 367). After 5pm January
25th, no further appeals will be allowed.
The official ballot will be printed in the
Tripod of January 29th. It is the responsibility of every accepted petitioner to make
sure that (s)"ne is correctly listed on the
ballot. If a mistake has been made, you
must notify the Elections Committee that
night (Tuesday, January 29th) from 6pm-

11pm at the Student Government Office. No
appeal will be allowed after Upm January
29th, regarding listing on the ballot.
Elections will be held on Thursday,
January 31st in the Main Lobby of Mather
Hall. Ballots may be cast by eligible voters
(full-time
registered Trinity
undergraduate) from 9am-6pm.
Although the Elections Committee
discourages campaigning (there are only
two days between the announcement of the
ballot and elections), for those who wish to,
the following rules are in effect. No campaign materials will be allowed in Mather
Hall on Thursday January 3ist; any that are
found will be confiscated. No more than ten
(10) dollars may be spent by an individual
for each position petitioned for.
The Elections Committee recommends
that each candidate submit a written
statement of not more than seventy-five
(75) words to the Tripod for each position
petitioned for. Statements must be typed,
double-spaced, and the total words counted
and written on top of the statement.
Statements will be printed along with the
ballot, and must be received by the Triport
by 5pm Saturday, January 26th.

Students Argue Against Tradition
By Anne Levine
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Students discussed the issues of the quota qualified women on account of the quota, I
on admissions of women, how to increase feel that this is four or five too many. This is
admissions of minority students, and how to outright discrimination no matter how you
place students on the Board of Trustees look at it."
Klein said that the basic fear of many is
during an all-College meeting' last Wedthat the men's athletic program will fall.
nesday night.
Much of the discussion centered around "At the same time that a member of the
whether to have a demonstration on athletic advisory board talks about exSaturday, January 19, to dramatize these panding athletics for women at Trinity, he
issues and to put pressure on the Board of supports a quota that inevitably limits the
Trustees, who would be meeting at the same number of women athletes on campus. And
time, to take some action on these matters. in the end there is always the basic question
While after much debate the students of where any values lie--in a good athletic
agreed to have some sort of demonstration, team or in an admissions policy that
a steering group to organize the demon- respects the rights of a student regardless of
stration never was set up and there was no their sex," she said.
Klein said she feels the question of the
demonstration on Saturday.
In addtion to discussing the demon- effect of women on campus is dead. "I don't
stration, several speakers proposed the think we should have to prove ourselves
creation of an ongoing coalition among further," she added.
Klein said that 1000 signatures petitioning
students to work for common goals. Most
speakers at the meeting gave their approval the quota have been presented to President
to this concept although no details were Lockwood. She said she hopes this will influence Trinity to abolish sexist
proposed.
The all-College meeting drew about 300 discrimination in admissions policies.
David Barthwell, '74, of the Trinity
students when it began at 7:30 p.m. but the
population began to dwindle after the first Coalition of Blacks (TCB) said he feels there
hour or so and by 10:00 p.m. when the is a great deal of racial discrimination in
meeting dispersed, there were perhaps forty Trinity's admissions policies. In 1969, he
said, Trinity enrolled the largest number of
students, teachers and administrators.
If there was a theme to the meeting it was minority students in the freshman class,
"unity," with four groups - the Trinity which was 25. He said in the present freshWomen's Organization (TWO), the Trinity man class there are 15 minority students. He
Coalition of Blacks, (TCB), the Student added that there has been a drastic decrease
Executive Committee (SEC), and the in enrolling and giving financial aid to
Radical Alternative Group (RAG) -- blacks in the past few years.
Barthwell stated that there is no racial
sponsoring the meeting. Each group opened
quota in admissions at Trinity, but there is
the meeting with a speaker.
William Ferns, '74, the moderator, opened only a certain amount of financial aid
the meeting with a brief statement of the alloted to blacks. He added that since very
three issues, and an explanation that the . few black families can afford to pay for four
Trustees would probably be discussing these years of college, the enrollment of "blacks
issues on Saturday. After that, the four has been declining.
"Trinity is beginning to stray away from
groups put forward their positions.
Paula Klein, '77, spoke for the TWO in j liberal, militant black students in adopposition to the quota, which states that no missions. This is a very serious problem and
less than 1000 men may be admitted to the I hope the seriousness of it isn't taken
college. This leaves room for only 6O0 lightly," he said.
Barthwell added, "It's a shame when you
women, she said. Klein stated, "Even
though the college rejects only four or five see comparable size colleges with com-

parable endowment, with their black
population, and then see the black
population at Trinity."
Lindsay Mann, '76, and Tony Piccirillo,
'75, spoke on behalf of the Student Executive
Committee's (SEC) efforts to place student
members on the Board of Trustees.
Mann said the SEC is attempting to place
three students as full-voting members of the
Board of Trustees. "Student members
would provide direct communication between students and the Board," said Mann,
She added that the Board would no longer
appear to be a nebulous body to the students.
"The quality and quantity of the education
which the student receives determines his
future social and economic status," said
Mann. "Therefore, the students should be
given a recognized and powerful voice in
determining the quality and the quantity of
their education," she added.
Mann argued that the students' peculiar
location in the College's educational process
enables them to a sound judgement concerning the educational program and
faculty performance, "This perspective will
provide the Board with a much needed
student voice concerning the quality of our
education," said Mann.
"A basic tenet of our democratic system is
that all who are affected by a social policy
have a right to a voice in the formulation of
that policy," said Mann. She added that full
participation is the only way to gain the
status of self determining individuals.
An added argument for student membership, said Mann, is that full participation
in student governance will prepare the
students for their responsibilities in an increasingly complex democratic society.
Piccirillo presented some of the
arguments against having student members
on the Board of Trustees. Some members of
the Board, he said, feel that student
membership on the Board of Trustees would
create a conflict of interest. "Many members of the Board do not want an 'involved'
interest participating in the final
Continued on p.' 6,
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Approximately 300 students attended the all-college meeting last Wednesday night.

Busted Students Remain At Trin

By Merrill O'Brien
The College will allow two students
arrested last month for illegal possesion of
marijuana to remain at Trinity.
J. Ronald Spencer, dean for community
life, said he made the decision against
suspension after conferring with the parents
of the arrested students, the police, and the
two students themselves. He said he felt the
students posed no threat to themselves or
• he Trinity community, and should
herefore be allowed to stay on as students.
The college policy on felonies, as stated in
'he college handbook, says "In the event
aat a student has been charged... in any
• ourt with a felony, there shall be a private
rearing by a Board of Inquiry... to advise
he Dean for Community Life as to whether
he student should continue in student
latus, or whether he should be suspended
ntil the issue is resolved in the courts..."
"he handbook indicates that the Dean has
le final say.
"If I feel a decision concerning suspension,
an be reached without a Board of Inquiry,

as I did in this case." Spencer continued
In borderline cases - for example, if the
"Then the hearings are bypassed." He said Board of Inquiry were to be evenly split,
that in his three years as Dean, there have with half its members favoring suspension,
been ten to twelve such cases involving and half opposed - Spencer said he usually
felony charges, only three or four of which gives the benefit of the doubt to the student.
were presented to a Board of Inquiry.
"I am enoughof a civil libertarian to believe
Spencer said he tries to act with the that a person is innocent until proven guilty
students concern in mind, but the welfare of beyond a reasonable doubt," he said.
the school and its community are of primary
The students have faced the felony
importance in any decision he reaches. Still,
Spencer said, "Only in extreme cases such charges since their arrest on campus on
as an accused arsonist caught holding a gas December 17, 1973.
can or an unrepentent possessor of 'hard
One of the two arrested students explained
drugs' charged with intent to sell, would the
the police had first come to their room after
offender be suspended."
He said he frowns upon colleges where they had called a hospital and requested an
to' pick up a sick friend. The
students convicted of any felony are told, ambulance
students were suprised to see the policemen,
"You're out. Period." .
the student said. "They smelt something in
"The student's side must be heard," the air and asked, 'Where's the
Spencer stated. He added that there must be marijuana?'" he continued. "Never having
some flexibility in the regulations to allow been in a similar situation and not having a
for the use of "Common sense and the rule of criminal conscience, it was hard to think.
We handed it over."
reason."

The student asserted that four more ^
ficers arrived, searched the apartmem. ,
found more marijuana. He said, au
the police confiscated a little over an oun
of marijuana.
f un .
Asserting they were victims a
fortunate circumstances, the student ^
that none of the confiscated pot belong*
One of the arrested students saidjhey »J
charged with two felonies: poss» con .
marijuana with intent to sell, ana ^
spiracy to violate state narcotic law {$
added that the intent to sell chare ^
automatic in arrests involvingove is
ounce and the conspiracy cn*ffender
automatic because more than one w
was involved.
cuit
Having pleaded not guilty at: the ' ^
Court on January fourth, t h « f "/court for
they are awaiting a heanng in «ie u
on
Probable Cause for Arrest to take pi
January 24.
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Thefts Drop Over Vacation
By Mark Salonia
During the vacation period, campus
security noticed a drop in thefts in comparison to previous years. According to
Director of Security, Alfred A. Garafolo,
this drop has been a result of increasing
cooperation between campus security and
the college community.
Through the installation of combination
locks and published material on crime,
Garafolo stated that thefts in dormitories
have dropped from 68 to 17 case.s, a total
savings of approximately $15,000 since 1972,
Three major thefts occurred during the
past vacation period. According to Garafolo,
a room in North Campus was forcibly entered in which $350 worth of stereos and
radios were stolen. In another case, the
Cook, Woodward, Goodwin dorm area was
broken into and $450 worth of stereo
equipment and records were taken.
According to Garafolo, if students were
more security conscious, fewer objects of
value would be left open to view. Garafolo
stressed that security is a frustrating battle
especially during a vacation period when
most thefts occur.
During December, a car was stolen and
then recovered according to Garafolo. In

other matters, cars and trucks having been
broken into or gas syphoned are under in-

vestigation. Also, young teens have been
apprehended in the act of "hot- wiring"
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A. A. Garafolo says this can happen to you.

vehicles on campus.
Though the theft rate has dwindled in the
past two years, Garafolo stressed he cannot
overemphasize the importance of each
individual to be security-conscious. In a
number of instances where thefts have
occurred, he noted that the students did not
use Operation Identification. As a result,
positive identification on stolen goods
cannot be made. By using charts, statistics,
and past cases, Garafolo showed that
campus security is doing its best to prevent
crime.

',1

However, Garafolo reminds the community that security is limited. In a startling demonstration of student negligence,
he showed that in the Jarvis dorm area,
doors were open, unlocked, and notes were
left on the door indicating vacancy. Such
negligence on the part of students and
faculty, according to Garafolo, will lead to
theft and vandalism.
Garafolo concluded by stating that
cooperation is a key word between campus
security and the college community
Garafolo reminded, "Don't wait to become a
victim, before becoming a believer."

Career Counseling Offers Symposium

By Alison Stoddard
Doctor, lawyer, Indian-chief?
Homemaker, homewrecker?
Bachelor, single-girl, husband, wife?
What shall you be when you leave college?
To help you decide, a semester-long
symposium called "Options: Careers and
Life-Styles?" will be offered this term.
According to Paula Robbins, director of
career counseling, the program will try to
acquaint students with the possibilities open
to them following graduation, both for their
careers and for their private lives.
Robbins said the program came about in
response to interest, concern, and inquiries
from students and their parents on what
they could do with their lives once they left
college.
While the program is still in its formative
stages, Robbins said the symposium will
center around three lectures and will also
present each week small, informal, group
discussions with Trinity alumni or people

from the Greater Hartford area with middle-aged males, Robbins said.
meeting with Joshua A. Smith III (Trinity
unusual careers and lifestyles.
The final speaker will be Rosabeth Moss graduate, class of *65) and his wife Edna, an •fc
The first of the three lectures willbe Kanter, Professor of Sociology at Brandeis interracial couple with three children, to
presented Monday, February 11, at 7:30 in University, currently Visiting Associate discuss their experiences. .
the Life Sciences Auditorium-. Professor Professor at the Center for the Study of
Other ideas include discussions with a
Ivar Berg of Columbia University Graduate Organizations and Intervention at the woman who is a happy housewife, a
School of Business will speak on the topic Harvard Graduate School of Education, and homosexual couple, and a single parent, all
"Education and Jobs" on Monday evening, author of Communes; Creating and with the intent of emphasizing the large
February 11, at 7:30 in Life Sciences Managing the Collective Life. Kanter will variety of alternatives open to students,
Auditorium. According to Robbins, he is a speak Tuesday, April 9, at 8 P.M. in Life Robbins said.
t ,
nationally known expert on manpower and Sciences Auditorium about changing family
has written a controversial book entitled patterns.
She added that any ideas or suggestions
Education and Jobs, The Great Training
from interested persons are welcomed The
Robbery.
Only two of the small group discussions program, sponsored jointly by the offices of
have been planned:
Career Counseling, College Counselors,
Following Berg on Tuesday, February 26,
On Thursday, January 24 at 5:30 P.M., Community Life, Student Services, and
at 8 P.M. in Life Sciences Auditorium will be Drs. Juanita and Samuel Rentsch, both Financial Aid, is open to the entire college
Professor Daniel Levinson, a social practicing physicians, will come to Trinity, community. Persons interested in the small
psychologist on the faculty of the Yale possibly accompanied by two or three of group sessions must sign up with Mrs
Medical School. Based on the developmental their six children, to discuss with students Robbins in the Career Counseling Office, as
theories of Erik Erikson, Levins on's current their individual life-style and its problems. the number in the groups will be limited to
research is on normal development of Also planned for Friday, February 1, is a allow the discussion to remain informal

SEC Conducts Course Evaluation
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
conducted an evaluation of last semester's
co.urses at registration Monday and
Tuesday, January 14-15. The twentyquestion "SEC Course Evaluation" queried
students on the nature and quality of their
last semester courses and professors.
Students were asked as they passed
through registration to complete one
evaluation for each course they took
Christmas Term. The questions, one-third of
which were not on last Spring's evaluation,
ranged from the descriptive "Was the
course oriented towards lectures or class
discussions?" to the evaluative "Was there

an opportunity for original thinking in •Morgans, co-ordinator of the effort. He
papers, tests, and class participation?"
estimated that 4080 evaluations were
Registering students generally responded received, out of about 7000 courses taken in
to the prospect of filling out the evaluations the semester, excluding Physical
with a mild annoyance, according to Sheila Education.
Driscoll, who helped distribute the
questionnaires. She said that many students
Morgans said he is trying to get more
felt that the previous evaluation conducted evaluations turned in. A stack of evaluation
by the SEC was of little or no value to them. forms and a deposit box have been set up in
Mather Hall. He said letters will be written
Many seemed to agree with Jim Pratzon '70 tomorrow to students who didn't register
that "There was something wrong with the last week, asking them to complete the
questions." And as Scott Lewis '76 said, evaluation. "Students in courses with low
"It's a pain filling it out."
response levels will also receive requests in
The turnout was labeled "fair" by Gary about 4 weeks to evaluate those courses, if

they haven't already done so," Morgans F
noted. "Ultimately I hope for a minimum 1
2/3 response in each course evaluated," he (
added.
^
Members of the SEC and other interested [,
persons will process the collected data over \
the next two months, according to Tony *
Piccirillo, a member of the committee <
j
Piccirillo noted that a computer program \>
written by Mark Feathers '74 will aid in the f
effort.
f
The course evaluation booklet is expected [
to be published shortly before pre- .*
registration in the Spring, according to
Morgans.

Impeachment Lobby - In

Project Goya
As you know the Office of Community
Affairs acts as the liaison between the
College and the Hartford community. When
students feel that their academic interest
can be furthered by working in the community, we at tb'j Office of Community
Affairs make sb
.dents aware of the many
outlets availab1 J. At this time we would like
to make known Project Goya.
Project Goya is a new outlet open for
Trinity students who enjoy working with and
getting to know on a personal-level individual children. Under the Project Goya
idea, interested Trinity students would
become Big Brothers and Big Sisters to
children in the Hartford community. You
would be free under Project Goya to actually act as a Big Brother or Sister, which
means the Program would have no
restrictions on any creative ideas or events
a student would be willing to share with his
or her Little Brother or Sister. The money
any student is willing to spend on his Little
Brother or Sister will be reimbursed by

Project Goya at general meetings. The
meetings can also be used by students to
discover if any synonymous recreational
events are being planned—if you would
desire the company of another student and
his Little Brother or Sister when attending
this event. Transportation should not be
allowed to restrict your ideas because we
have a Trinibus which will be made
available to "Goya".
The idea for Project Goya comes from
Trinity students showing interest in working
with individual children. Therefore, Project
Goya is anxious to /include more of your
ideas. To become involved, contact Ivan
Backer in the Office of Community Affairs
or call Terri Collado at 527-9828 or Willie
Smith at 524-0157. There are a lot of Little
Brothers and Sisters interested in meeting
and enjoying a learning exchange between
Trinity students through Project Goya and
we are glad you feel the same, so get in.volved!

The National Committee for the Impeachment of Nixon
CNCIN), located in Washington, D,C, is sponsoring a week long
"Impeachment Lobby-In," during the week of February 4-8,
Delegations from different states are being scheduled for different days for maximum press impact.
Connecticut is scheduled for Wednesday, February 6th. Buses
will be leaving from Trinity College, University of Hartford, and
Central Connecticut State College. Ticket prices (round-trip)
are fifteen dollars. For those who are interested, the buses each
seat 49 people, have comfortable reclining seats, and a bathroom.
The schedule is as follows; (all activities occuring on Feb. 6th)
12:00 a.m. board bus{es) outside of Mather Hall, bus will make
one or two stops along the way.
8:30 a.m, scheduled arrival time in Washington.
10:00 a.m. coffee a nddonuts in a church with brief ing by NCI N.
10:00 a.m. rally in front of White House. Different delegations
will appoint spokepersons to read grievances. After about an
hour, march to Capitol, along Pennsylvania Ave. Rally in front of
Capitol, speakers from NCIN, ACLU, and some congresspeople,
Split up to lobby with own congressperson. Appointments will be
made in advance so you will be assured of being heard.
2:00 p.m. Final rally in front of Capitol,
2:30 p.m. buses leave Washington.
11:00 p.m. scheduled arrival time at Trinity.
Bus tickets and information sheets will be available at lunch
and dinner in the Mather Hall lobby from Tuesday January 22Friday January 25.
For more information, contact Lindsay Mann, 522-9909.
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Advent Offers Modern Jazz
By Rick Hornung
The Trinity Folk Society presented its first
concert of the semester Saturday night. The
group, Advent, is the first modern jazz
ensemble to come to campus this year.
Consisting of George Lewis on trombone,
Hal Lewis alto and soprano saxes, Tony
Davis at the piano, bassist Wes Brown, and
drummer Jerry Hemingway, Advent offered an interesting mix of original and
previously relealsed material. Of the nine
compositions played, five were original,
while two were composed by Charles
Mingus, one by Muhal Richard Abrams, and
• one by Fred Anderson.
The interpretations given to Fables of
Faubus and Orange Was the Color of her
Dress - the two Mingus pieces -- remained
very close to the stated themes. Fable of
Faubus is based on two themes introduced
simultaneously. On this number, the contrast between the trombone and saxophone
was most evident. George Lewis's solo
aggressive solo work took charge of the
group, while Hal Lewis's sax solo did not
offer a powerful counterpart. On Orange
Was the Color of her Dress, the whole group
adapted into a straight blues. Tony Davis's
piano led the group into a slow, mellow
mood. Hal Lewis provided the only solo
work, keeping within the frame set by
Davis.
As opposed to the tight cornposoitions of
Mingus, Advent presented two pieces
written by Abrams and Anderson, both
members of the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM).
Based in Chicago, the AACM is a collective
of :w musicians who write and play music
together. Many critics have called them
pioneers in creating Avant Garde jazz. The
two fompositions presented by Advent were
more conservative than most AACM pieces.
Kxcorpts composed by Richard Abrams is
divided into four parts: statement of the
theme, long section at the initial tempo, a
short section at half tempo, and a final
restatement. Drummer Jerry Hemingway
excelled on this number. His accompaniment demanded a crisp pace of the
horn solos, and George Lewis gave one of his
most intense solos of the evening. Fred
Anderson's Eric's Tune featured an
arrangement revolving around a dialogue

between the trombone and alto saxophone,
The dialogue faded into George Lewis's
most structured solo of the concert. He
based his work on the opening half of the
number. Hal Lewis picked up where the
trombone left off, improvosing off the latter
half of the initial theme. His work on this
piece proved to be his best alto solo, of the
night...
The most interesting moments of the
evening came during the five original
compositions. The arrangements aimed at
bringing out the differences between the
trombone and saxophone. The first two,
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Second Fiddle and Identification, were
compositions based on two themes played
simultaeously. In both cases, George
Lewis's trombone dominated the group. Hal
Lewis lacked the drive necessary to stand
up to Lewis's aggressive solos. The third
original entitled The Greening of the
Pastures was not as structurally complex as
the previous two, rather one theme given a
long introduction. The highlight of this
number was Tony Davis's strong and
versatile piano. His work excelled at both
accompanimnet and solo. He played mellow

'RTC
To Persist

possibly be back on the air in three weeks.
Graham said if the new exciter was not
acceptable they would have to fix the old one
before they could broadcast.
WRTC still cannot afford to purchase a
new transmitter, but, Graham said, they
were starting to raise funds.
"We started a fund raising drive in the
Hartford area and made almost $1,000 in a
benefit dance at the Portuguese Club on
Saturday night," Graham said. He said
WRTC hopes to receive a grant from the
Bureau of Health, Education, and Welfare.
"WRTC will hold elections for technical
director and station manager sometime
soon, because these two positions are vacant
now," Graham said.

tousfonell

FRI., FEB. 1st at 8 P.M.

Old Time Film Festival
This coming Thursday night the
Hockey Association will begin a film
series of old-time movies and entertaining short subjects in McCook
Auditorium. Each week a 1-1/2 hour
program consisting of a compilation of
some of the greatest shorts ever
produced will be shown. While a few of
the films and their stars will be totally
new to the college audience. It is hoped
that a wide variety of material can be
used not only within each program, but
also from week to week.
Some of the most familiar stars that
will appear are W.C. Fields, Our Gang,
the 3 Stooges, Charlie Chaplin, Luarel
and Hardy, and Road Runner. Of great
interest will be the lesser known films of
the past such as Betty Boop, Little LU

Davis and provided the most excitement.
Though the muscianship and the composition was inconsistent, this number
reached the highest level of energy. Wes
Brown's lightning bass work drove the
group to the limits of structure. His work on
accompaniment demanded an incredible
amount of energy from the soloists. George
Lewis was able to keep up and played a
devastating trombone solo. Hal Lewis's
soprano work sounded very repititious and
too weak to keep up. Tony Davis's piano

Program, until January 31.
*'
OFF CAMPUS
Exhibits - The William Benton Museum of
By Jim Cobbs
Art at the University of Connecticut:
Although WRTC does not have enough
"KANDINSKY - An Introduction to His
Work", till March 3 and "AFRICAN ART- money to purchase a new transmitter, there
from Private Collections"; Monday- is a chance that the station will be back on
the air with the old one, according to John
Saturday, 10-4:30; Sunday, 1:30-5:30.
Drama - The Hartford Stage Company, Graham, '74, technical advisor.
Graham said he worked on the old tran"Ubu Roi" through January 27; Call 525smitter over Christmas vacation and
5601.
discovered the problem was in the exciter. A
transmitter is made up of a power amplifier
and an exciter.
Graham said that the new exciter WRTC
purchased this fall would solve their
problem, but they had to send it back to the
factory in the mid-west because the "unit
did not meet their standards." He said that
if the new exciter could be satisfactorily
fixed by the manufacturer WRTC could
The program is open to all.
Kalarson has presented its programs at.
over one hundred schools throughout the
northeast, including institutions such as.
Yale, Fordham and Columbia. It is also
preparing for publication a photographic
survey of 19th century New Britain architecture.
Selections from the Kalarson portfolios
will be sold during the program with the
proceeds going to Trinity College.

The Intimacy of Art
Kalarson, a group of ten New York City
based artists, musicians and writers, will
present a three day Intimacy of Art
program in Wean Lounge of Mather Campus
Center, January 22, 23, 24 from 11:00-2:00
daily.
Sponsored by the Mather Hall Board of.
Governors, this program consists of
demonstrations in oil painting and
linography, discussions
concerning
Kalarson techniques, and other activities.

work was highly structured and controlled,,
slowing down the number and leading into
Brown's bass solo. Starting with the slow
deliberate tempo established by Davis,.
Brown beautifully worked his way into the
initial tempo. The piece ended after the
trombone and saxaphone restated the
opening theme of the composition.
The group, Advent, was of a high caliber,
displaying good muscianship and original
talent for composition and innovation. Their
music pleased a sizeable crowd that packed
the cave. The turnout indicates the demand
for live jazz to come to campus. The Trinity
Folk Society should be commended for
sponsoring such a concert, but hopefully
this concert will serve as an example for
simalair events in the future.

The TRIPOD Is published weekly on Tuesdays
during the academic year except vacations by the
students of Trinity College. The newspaper Is written
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of
any Issue. The TRIPOD Is printed by The Stafford
Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 06076,
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee; others are $10.00 per year.
Second class postage Is paid at Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act of March 3, 1879. Advertising rates are
$1.00 per column inch; SI 15 per page, $58 per half-page.
Deadline for advertisements, as well as all announcements, letters, and articles, Is 10 a.m. the
Sunday preceding publication. Copy considered oblectlonable by the editorial board will not be accepted.
Announcements and news releases from the College
and surrounding community are printed at the
discretion of the editor.

This Week in the Arts
ON CAMPUS
Cine Studio - Tonight: The Girl With
Green Eyes (7:30); Under Milk Wood (9:20)
, - a Hartford Premiere!
Wednesday through Saturday • What's Up,
Tiger Lily? (7:30); Heavy Traffic; (9:15).
Sunday through Tuesday - 0 Lucky Man
(7:30) - Made in 1973, with Malcolm McDowell; (178 min.)
Exhibits - Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center; an exhibit of the Studio Arts

but dissonant chords behind the trombone
solo, and then expanded on these chords in
his own solo work. The fourth original,
written by Drummer Jerry Hemingway,
served as contrast to the previous original
composition. The piece was very tight and
lyrical, supported by a beat dervived from
the bossa nova. Hal Lewis gave his best solo
of the night on soprano. His tone on soprano
is much softer than alto, allowing for a much
smoother and more subtle solo. The high
pitch of the soprano offered the right contrast to George Lewis's deep, low-pitched
trombone. The finale w.as written by Tony

LU, Ben Turpin and Dick Tracy. Other
shorts, including lady wrestling and old
news releases, will provide great entertainment.
This film program will commence wflh
a Betty Boop short and the "Golden Age
of Comedy", an 80 minute compilation of
more than 2000 reels of movies from the
middle and late 20's. Then on Friday Feb.
1 a program of 7 shorts ranging from 6 to
20 minutes in length and highlighted by
Chapter 1 of the Dick Tracey serial entitled "the Spider Strikes'", will be
shown.
There will be 2 showings each night, at
8 and 10 p.m., and admission will be $1.00
with all proceeds going to the Trinity
Hockey Association, which keeps New
England's number 1 club hockey team on
the ice.

ROBERT KLEIN
AND

CONCERTTICKETS ON SALE at Box Office—246-6807
Orch. 6.00—1st Bal. 6.50, 6.00, 5.00—2nd Bal. 4.00, 3.50
MAIL ORDER—Send check with stamped self-addressed envelope to
Bushnell Memorial, Box O, Station A., Hartford, Conn. 06106
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ICotter & Ribicoff Answer Petition
(Editor's Note: These two letters are
replies to the covering letter, which
President Lockwood sent with a
petition asking for President Nixon's
impeachment. Eight hundred students
signed the petition in October.)
Dear Mr. Lockwood:
Thank you for the Trinity petition calling
for the impeachment of President Nixon.
There is widespread evidence of deep
corruption in this Administration. Indictments of former Cabinet members and
others have been handed down. The Justice
Department is in shambles, and the
disclosures before the Ervin Committee are
most shocking.
Public protest forced the President to
accede to Judge Sirica's demand for the
White House tapes. Nevertheless, President
Nixon's continuing refusal to cooperate fully
with the various investigations now in
progress has plunged this nation into a
serious crisis. It is incumbent on the
Congress to see that all the facts are revealed
and that justice is done.
—A bill setting up an independent
prosecutor free of Presidential or
Congressional control has been filed—I
approve and am a cosponsor. If public
confidence is to be restored, a Presidentially
appointed prosecutor will not suffice. An
independent investigation must be conducted and all evidence disclosed.
—It has been proposed to extend the life of
the Ervin Committee and enlarge its
jurisdiction to cover additional matters—I
approve and will support.
—The House Judiciary Committee has
begun hearings to determine whether impeachment is warranted—I approve. The
accusations of Presidential misconduct,

including unlawful wiretapping, breaking
and entering, illegal campaign contributions and the entire cover-up justify
this step in the House of Representatives.
Impeachment proceedings are a form of
inquiry by the House of Representatives. A
resolution of impeachment—which is
similar to an indictment, but not a conviction—can be passed by a majority of the
House of Representatives. If that occurs, we
in the Senate will act as a jury to determine
whether the President should be removed.
It is wrong for a juror in an ordinary trial
to prejudge a case. It would be all the more
inappropriate for me as a potential juror in
an impeachment trial to make a final
decision at this time. When the law of the
land is under attack, it is essential that all of
us proceed in accordance with the highest
standards of justice.
Should the allegations of illegal activity be
proved before the Senate, however, conviction by the Senate would be in order.
Sincerely,
Abe Ribicoff

"I don't know how much more the American
people can take. Frankly, I feel President
Nixon should seriously consider resigning to
spa're the Nation further anguish. Whatever
President Nixon does, however, the House
Judiciary Committee's impeachment investigation should be continued and speeded
up, and Congress should quickly enact
legislation to establish an independent
Special Prosecutor, free from Presidential
interference."
I hope that you can make my response
available to those who signed the petition.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM R. COTTER
Member of Congress

Dear Friends:
Since the agonizing events of the weekend of
October 20th, my office has been inundated
with. over 1,500 letters, telegrams, and
telephone calls. And although I have read
each message, it is impossible to write individual letters with my limited staff and
give you a timely response to your call for
action.
Dear Dr. Lockwood:
Before Mr. Nixon's lawyers announced the
I am responding, through you, to those about-face on compliance with the Court
members of the Trinity College community Order, I joined many of my Colleagues in
who signed a petition concerning the the House in urging the Judiciary Cominitiation of impeachment proceedings.
mittee to undertake a thorough inEnclosed you will find a copy of a letter I am vestigation to determine whether there are
sending to the many hundreds of individuals sufficient grounds to impeach the President.
who have contacted me in the past two Although by adhering to the Court Order Mr.
Nixon has avoided committing a very obweeks on this issue.
Fast-breaking events, however, require an vious "high crime or misdemeanor", I
update on that letter. In response to the believe the whole area generally labeled
disclosure on October 31, 1973, that two of "Watergate" deserves continued scrutiny
the White House tapes were missing or non- by the Judiciary Committee as to other
existent, I issued the following statement to possible impeachable offenses as defined in
the Constitution.
the Press:

1

Further, I believe that the decision by the
President to provide the tapes to Judge
Sirica removes the main point of controversy between him and Archibald Cox.
The President could diminish the current
Constitutional crisis by reappointing Mr.
Cox and pledging full cooperation. In the
same spirit, the President should reappoint
Attorney General Richardson and Deputy
Attorney General Ruckelshaus. Since the
President appears to be unwilling to take
these constructive steps, I am working for
the enactment of legislation to establish the
office of Special Prosecutor by statute which
would remove this office from Presidential
control.
On Wednesday, October 24th, I told my
Colleagues in the House of Representatives
that the President was "literally forced by
the American people to do the right thing in
agreeing to obey a Court Order". I further
expressed the hope that this would be the
first of many steps the President would-take
in working to cestore the American people's
confidence in his ability to lead our Nation.
For, until the President acts to restore
confidence, I do not believe that the calls for
his impeachment or resignation will
diminish. Yet, in this time of National
travail; I take heart that even if the
President falls sh.ort in his own efforts to
restore confidence, in his Presidency, the
American people are eminently capable of
preserving their •government institutions.
Your letters played a significant part in
reminding people that the strength of our
Nation is an aware and aroused citizenry.
Sincerely.
WILLIAM R. COTTER
Member of Congress
(Saturday, Cotter said he would vote for
Nixon's impeachment.)

Use Of Trinity Energy
By President Theodore JD. Lockwood
Measures taken by Trinity College to
minimize use of energy have already
achieved significant results. While uncertainties in winter weather, • fuel
allocations and availability prevent accurate predictions, the record thus far gives
reason for a degree of tempered optimism.
A comparison between December 1973
and the previous December shows a saving
of more than 25 percent in the consumption
of Number 6, low-sulfur oil, the main source
of heat at Trinity. Delivery figures for
Number 4 oil, the other major form of fuel at
the College, suggest a similar reduction. To
be sure, the past December was milder than
the previous December—to the extent of a
7.8 percent decrease in number of degree
days. Nevertheless, the milder weather only
accounts for about 5 percent of the saving.
Clearly, these are significant decreases in
energy consumption. Not only do they in-

dicate a decreased demand and consumption at Trinity but, just as importantly,
they indicate that measures of sacrifice at
Trinity have aided the community by
making available fuel and. electricity that
otherwise would have been consumed on
this campus. (As'yet, statistics regarding
consumption of natural gas and electricity
are not available, but decreases are also
expected to be shown.)
Here is. a review of measures taken by
Trinity College to conserve energy; all such
steps are directed to reducing energy
consumption without disrupting the
academic calendar:
1. Temperatures in all buildings have been
dropped to a maximum of 68 degrees during
occupancy, and were lowered to approximately 55 degrees wherever possible
during the holiday recess;
2. Campus lighting has been reduced

(Meeting...
deliberations of the Board," he added.
"Many members of the Board also feel the
Board should remain a disinterested party,"
said Piccirillo. "This does not mean the
Board is an unconcerned party", he
stressed. "The Board does not want to
became involved in the day to day administration of the school," explained
Piccirillo. :
Andy Taylor, '75, spokesman for the
Radical Alternative Group (RAG) said he
gave qualified support to all the proposals
given at the meeting.
"Let's not exaggerate any of these
proposals" was his comment. He said
regardless of what the Trustees decide on
these issues students will remain powerless
and the power to decide remains with the
Trustees. He said RAG recognizes the
powerlessness of the students, and he said
he feels we need an integrated approach to
the student's problems. "We must take
action together. As long as we sit back, we
will not have power. But if we choose to have
power, we will have power," he said.
During the meeting many students expressed their disappointment with the lack
of power of the student body. A debate
formed between two groups. Some speakers
wanted to go through legal channels and
wanted teachers to support the students.
Others, however, were tired of legal
channels, and wanted to shut down the
school, or block the door and not let the
trustees out at their meeting on Saturday,
when the board would decide on the
proposals.
J. Ronald Spencer dean of community life
was asked by moderator William Ferns, to
speak on some factual information on the
proposals set forth. Spencer said he didn't
want to advise the student body on tactics,
out wanted to give some facts.

wherever possible without jeopardizing
security,
3. Dormitories were closed on December 22
and not re-opened until January 11;
4. Administrative staff and faculty were
encouraged either to use the three-day work
week between Christmas and New Year's as
a vacation or to temporarily situate their
offices in the Williams or Downes Memorial
buildings which remained open for essential
operations.
5. Students, faculty, and staff were encouraged to make individual sacrifices
which would eonserve electricity and fuel.
Car pooling has been encouraged, as well as
paying attention to ways of saving fuel and
power in specific instances.
The achievements to date, as welcome as
they are, should not deceive us for the
future. There is no basis for assuming that
major problems requiring participation,

sacrifices, and hardships by all of us are not
on the horizon. Obviously, the greater the
effort each of us makes, the more likely it is
that Trinity can continue meeting its purposes in the most effective manner.
We will work to ensure that the 1'rinitv
calendar continues unchanged. Already, it
is clear that a number of those schools who
previously adjusted their calendars in the
face of projected fuel shortages have been
beset with severe difficulties ranging from
disrupteH course schedules to decreased
enrollments. Certainly, Trinity should seek
to avoid such problems.
The College will continue its a lily consideration of the problem and the 'ssues i;
presents. Your own thoughts and efforts,
which have proved invaluable in the past,
are heartily welcomed for the future.
Cordially,
Theodore D. Lockwood

from pg. 2
According to »Spencer it wouldn't be
possible to put students on the Board of
Trustees by Saturday no matter what the
Trustees decide. The charter of Trinity
College made in 1823 says that no faculty
member may serve on the Board, he explained, and the trustees cannot be expected
to put students on the board without considering possibly putting faculty on the
board.
In order to do this, the charter must be
changed, which requires legislative action,
he continued.
He said however he thinks the trustees
will move into the direction students want,
either on Saturday or soon after. He said he
speculates that the Trustees will eventually
give students a voice on the Board.
Spencer said he had no inside information
on the admissions quota, but said he thinks
he's seen some progress. Now, he said, no
one on the board will agree that women
should be discriminated against. "I feel that
the question isn't 'will the quota be
abolished', but when and how, " he said.
At this point in the meeting, Andy Taylor
suggested that Dean Spencer should "wind
it up." However, the majority of the
audience wanted Spencer to continue.
Spencer said that in 1960 Trinity had a
black admissions quota. But in the past
three or four years, the board has directed
admissions to attract at least 100 blacks to
the school, he said. "To the, best of my
knowledge, the question of black student
admissions is not on the Saturday board
meeting," he stated.'
At the end of the meeting, several
suggestions for concrete action were
proposed. Andy Taylor suggested that the
students bring up a class action in the
Connecticut Courts to eliminate the quota.
Carol Manago, '74, recommended that some

concrete action be taken for future
meetings, announcements, and formation of
coalition groups.

f Seats
students involved with student government
are capable and possess the responsibility to
exercise good judgement when making
decisions," stated a member of the Student
Activities Committee.
"Their (student's) spirit is disciplined by
astute weighing of value," said a member of
the Curriculum Committee. "One becomes
more and more impressed by how much
they care for Trinity, and for excellence at
Trinity," '
"...It is definitely nota student vs. facultyadministration alignment on the committee.
They (the students) are sorely missed when
not there," states a member of the
Academic Affairs Committee.
"Students have been particularly useful in
TCC affairs because of their willingness to
give faculty and administrative members
honest feedback about many conditions
which affect students..." replied a member
of the Trinity College Council.
Administrative members of other institutions had an ambivelant reaction to
student membership on their hands.
"The Trustees of Brandeis University

Dr. James Preston of Hartford will be
speaking in the Washington Room this
Thursday, January 24, at 8:00 p.m. on
Anthropology. The lecture is sponsored
by the Mather Board of Governors and
there is no charge for admission. Dr.
Preston will be showing films of his world
wide travels while speaking of his
studies.

from pg. 16
have found it (student membership) mos.
desirable," replied Janice Edgar
Executive Secretary to the Brandeis Boan
of Trustees.
"The Board was reluctant but now con
sider it to have been a good move,'
responded Allyn P. Robinson, President c
Dowling College.
On the other hand, Joseph Grubei
Assistant to the President of Pas
University, says that, "Since students aii
well represented on the University SenaU
which submits its recommendations to tht
Board of Trustees, it has not appearec
essential that students assume the legt,
responsibilities which Board of Trustemembership entails."
President Thomas R. Fitzgerald o
Fairfield University stipulates tha'
"...apart from the President, no one in th
employment of the University or enrolled i
the University should be a member of lh>
Board of Trustees." This, he continues
"...makes sure that the executive officei
manage it competently and in accordant
with the aims expressed in the Charter...

editorial
Cautious Progress
a recognized vote on the committees, and
they must have the right of attending the
Trustee meetings, as members of their
respective committee. If full membership is
not granted, the power of student imput is
not recognized.
The abolishment of the quota is merely
the first step towards non-discrimination on
this campus.
The Trustees must consider supporting
non-discrimination proposals in the areas of
hiring faculty and administrators, and
minority admissions.
We strongly urge the Board to support
non-discrimination;and voting membership
for student representatives on trustee
committees.
*********
We also commend the Board for admitting two women. But, when will they
admit a minority member?

We, the editorial board, commend the
recent actions of the Board of Trustees
concerning student representation on the
Board and admission of women to the
College.
But, did the Board finally act upon the two
proposals only through student pressure
and concern? Or, did they finally realize the
consequences of continuing the quota and of
prohibiting student participation?
If the Board truly desires to promote
communication between the students and
themselves, they, not the ex-officio member
of the administration, will explain the
rationale for their decisions. By informing
the students through the TRIPOD or some
other direct means of communication, they
will have promoted communication.
Although the Board has admitted students
to some of their committees, they must take
further, specific action. Students must have

In The Third World-

Increase Black Enrollment

By The Political Education Committee of The Trinity Coalition Of Blacks
Trinity College has, by its ineptness,
placed itself in the uncomfortable position of
haying the Trinity Coalition of Blacks,
Trinity Women's Organization, and the
Student Executive Committee all breathing
down its neck calling for a change in the
admissions procedures. For September of
"1973, the smallest class of Black students
enrolled since 1968. This institution has
executed a 180 degree turn and reverted to
the age where ignorance prevailed over
intellectualism. Trinity has succumbed to
racist pressures from above and a lack of
sense of what is "right" and allowed itself to
sink even deeper into the quicksand.
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks has
brought this to the attention of the college at
both student and administrative levels. The
response received again showed the
college's unwillingness to deal effectively

with the problem. Starting with the Ad- consist of 15-25 Black students. This trend
missions Office and taking the Financial Aid must be halted if Trinity is to call itself an
Office and the pressure from the trustees to institution of learning. The students must
limit Black enrollment TCB is faced with a call for the increased enrollment of Blacks,
problem which is tantamount to the events the faculty must take the unheard of step
of the middle and late sixties.
and take a position for increased Black
What exists here is a group of ad- enrollment. As long as the faculty does not
ministrators entrenched in racism, knowing raise a voice, the bullshit will get deeper and
full well that they are to blame for the deeper and finally cover everyone's head.
enrollment picture at Trinity looking for an Administrators with any moral fi' «• should
outlet to act as a buffer, TCB, TWO, and demand that Blacks be placed at T inity and
SEC.
kept here for four years in an environment
The college has systematically decreased comfortable for their learning:
Black enrollment here with no change in
Each year TCB must approach the Adsight. They have stated that the Class of 1978 mission Office and question their poor job at
will have about 35 Black students; however, recruiting the year before. First Freshman
this number was chosen only to balance the Orientation was eliminated which was
deplorably low number of present Black, followed the next year by the elimination of
freshman, 11. This is our pyrrhic victory. the Black freshman. TCB can no longer
History tells us that the Class of 1979 will stand idly by and watch this institution

covertly and overtly phase us out, the
bullshit must be cleared away and the
students, faculty; administrators, and
trustees be made accountable far their
racist tendencies. Trinity must feel the
shame that Black students feel when we see
places such as Wesleyan, Amherst ana
Smith, etc. with large Black enrollment and
having facilities comparable to Trinity s.
Admissions Office blew last year, faculty
blew again as usual, when the trustees don i
blow it is a milestone and students are on tne
verge of a major blow. TCB has a responsibility to the Brothers and.Sisters here ana
those desiring to come and those graduatea.
TCB will do all in its power to increase BiacR
enrollment here regardless of obstacles
placed before us.
_ ..
Power to the People,
Trinity Coalition of Blacks

letters to
'ignored'
To the Editor:
Each year the Trustees of Trinity College
hold a special dinner to which they invite
several students. One of the purposes of this
dinner is to allow trustees to meet with
representative students and discuss issues
of concern to Trinity students. Invited to
Friday night's dinner (January 18th) were
many students: the editor of the Tripod, the
captain of the football team, a representative from the Trinity Women's
Organization, and others. However, no
representative from the Student Executive
Committee (SEC) was invited.
For better or worse, the Student
Executive Committee is the only official
elected student government of the school. As

its membership is comprised of students
who are elected representatives of every
important elected committee in the school
(except MBOG), it would seem likely that
the SEC would be the first organization that
the trustees would contact.
No such contact was made. Some have
suggested that this omission was not an
oversight, but an intentional act. Is it a
coincidence that the group that has been
fighting for over a year to get student
representation on the Board should be left
out of such an important affair? Or perhaps
it is because this Chairperson has been so
vocal in his criticism of the administration's
handling of several key areas.
Whatever the reason, accidental or intentional, I consider this an affront to myself
personally, the Student Executive Committee, and to the entire student body of

Trinity College,
I demand that the following information
be made public:
1) Who is responsible for deciding on
student invitations to trustee dinners?
2) Why was the Chairperson of the Student
Executive Committee not invited?
3) What steps will be taken to prevent
further such insult to the student body.
Peter Basch, Chairperson
Student Executive
Committee
(Copies of this letter have been sent to
Thomas Lips (special assistant to the
President), the Public Information Bureau,
President Lockwood, Vice President Smith,
and Dr, Starkey (Chairman of the Board of
Trustees),

'rhetoric?'

As concerned as I am with the lack« <?••
Student participation in much «
decision-making at Trinity, I was very
angered by the manipulating rhetoric
by some of the members of R.A.G. a
Wednesday's all-college meeting. K ^ j
has read its Marxism/socialism very ^
and apparently is more interested in
well it can speak the language than wi n
to deal realistically with the issues
hand-the decreased enrollment otw*
and Chicanos on campus, the abolition,» rf
quota, student members on the J*w' {.
Trustees, etc. To correlate the sitoah*
Trinity with the situation during tne F
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comment
A Mere Pipe Dream

Towards Student Control

By Tom Bray
It would seem that for the present time the
Trustees have diffused the issue of students
on the board by agreeing to gradually put
students on Trustee committees. While
stopping short of the proposal passed by the
All-College Meeting on Wednesday, January
16 to have three students with full voting
power on the board itself, the Trustees'
action is a small step in the right direction.
It was Dean Spencer's opinion at the AllCollege Meeting that the Trustee committees hold the real power anyway. If that
is true, perhaps a minor victory has been
won for the cause of student control.
This is not the end of the line however by
any means. The question of how much
control we should have over the institutions
that govern our lives for four years goes
beyond the placing of a few students on
committees. It is one thing to have a voice

on a Trustee committee. It is another thing
to have that voice listened to. One
prerequisite is that students should have a
clear idea of what changes should be made
in the college. In my opinion there are
several areas that need prompt attention.
Now that the quota is abolished, it would be
desirable to concentrate on obtaining more
women faculty members. Interrelated with
the expected increase in black and other
Third World enrollment is the problem of
making more scholarship funds available
for incoming students. In addition, it would
be a good idea for the college to take another
look at its stock portfolio and discuss in an
open forum the issue of the morality of some
of its holdings, such as ITT. The question of
whether or not the college as an institution
should take a stand on the impeachment of
Richard Nixon also needs discussion on the

Board of Trustees. To be sure, many of the
Trustees would probably like to ignore these
last two suggestions, and students could
serve as a constant reminder that these
issues do not disappear simply by ignoring
them. It would also be desirable to ensure
that a chair for a Marxist professor be left
open in the Philosophy Department. Finally,
a reduction in the number of credits needed
for graduation, as well as a new look at the
entire grading system would be in the interest of both the students and the college.
Underlying all these issues however is the
original question of how much control
students should have over their own lives, It
is my opinion that a great deal more control
should be placed in the hands of students.
We should continue to press the Trustees to
give up more of their power in order to fully
integrate students into the decision making

process. If they refuse, we should press
harder until they agree.
This brings up the problem of tactics. By
what arguments and methods will we be
able to convince the Trustees to grant us
more control over our lives? While a student
strike at the present time would probably be
counterproductive, especially in light of the
Trustees' recent concessions, nevertheless
it seems to me to be important to remember
that a strike can be effective. It may not be
to our advantage to shut the college down at
the present time, but a strike should not be
discounted as a future tactic. What tactics
we use should be determined by the
response of the Trustees. I{ they are open to
suggestions made in discussions, a strike is
unnecessary. If they are not, a strike may be
our most valuable tactic.

Feiffer
[00 R30P.
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the editor
and civil rights movements of the 60's is a
misrepresentation, and to talk about student
power and powerlessness in vague
ideological terms is to lose grasp of the
present problems in the kind of language
that only manipulates and can manufacture
feelings of anger and frustration. The new
coalition among Trinity's political groups
can move effectively and well without
resorting to a rhetoric that is nothing more
• than mental masturbation.
Paula Klein, '77

'wrtc*
(Editor's Note: The following is a communication between Judy Corcoran, general
manager of radio station WWUH (91.3 FM)
and Vice-president Thomas Smith concerning the status of the College's radio
station, WRTO
Dear President Lockwood,
It is really a. shame that WRTC has been off
the air because of lack of funds. College
radio stations are important not only to their
college, but also to the community. The
needs of any radio station are large and it
helps a lot when the college or university
lends its full support to their station.
Presently, the University of Hartford and
the Student Association of the University of

Hartford have given WWUH-FM, the radio
station of the University of Hartford, a total
of $9,500 to increase their broadcasting
capacity and move their transmitting
facilities to WTIC's transmitter site on Avon
Mountain.
A radio station is a powerful means of
communications and a unique learning
experience. It can be to everyone's advantage when the college and college station
work together.
Sincerely,
Judy Corcoran
General Manager
WWUH
Dear Ms. Corcoran:
You were very good to write on December 10
as General Manager of WWUH to express
your concern about the inability of WRTC,
Trinity's student station, to remain on the
air. President Lockwood and those of us in
the College administration who have particular responsibilities for student affairs
share your regret, for we believe as you do
that student radio stations are important not
only to the institutional audience but also to
the larger community outside of the institution. Certainly WWUH, WRTC, and
other similar stations offer a quality and
diversity of programming not always
available on the commercial airwaves.
Over time Trinity has lent considerable
support to WRTC. It is, however, a student

i-C

activity, and its being depends primarily
upon two student agencies which control the
wide range of student activities here at the
College. These agencies are the Student
Activities Committee and the Student Activities Budget Committee, Both represent
the broad student interest in maintaining
appropriate activities on the campus, and
they have the authority .to set the Student
Activities Fee annually and to allocate funds
to specific student activities. At the present
time both groups are working with WRTC in
an effort to restore it to the air. The must
do so, however, within the limits set ly their
own abilities to allocate funds from a budget
already allocated for the year, they being as
convinced as the administration is that it is
educationally wise and financially desirable
to give students as much responsibility as
possible for those activities which they
directly participate in and support.
I am sending copies of your letter on to
Robin Landy, who chairs the Budget
Committee and to Mark Feathers, who
chairs the Student Activities Committee.
Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas A. Smith
Vice President

'reappoint'
To the Editor:
I would like to bring it to the attention of
the college community, that Trinity is in
danger of losing a very valuable teacher,
Dr. (Jene Frankel, assistant professor of
physics.
•I have recently completed Dr. Gene
Frankel's physics course entitled General
Physics 121L, and feel with conviction that
his approach to teaching this subject is both
refreshing and effective, Namely, the
student can and .should learn physics, a
problem-solving oriented science, with
some degree of independence aided and
guided by the instructor, not hand-fed by
him or her. Additionally, Dr. Gene
Frankel's mastery of this science and his
pedagogoical style, an open- minded patient
disposition toward his students and friends,
create a very effective atmosphere in which
to learn physics.
It is undoubtedly to our school's advantage, therefore, to reappoint Dr. Gene
Frankel as a member of the Trinity faculty.
Brian Greenfield,'74.5
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more
In the Public Interest
ConnPIRG Looks to the Future
(Editor's Note: Steve Wisensale is the new
Director of ConnPIRG. He holds a B.A. from
Salem College in West Virginia, a masters
degree from Temple University in
Philadelphia, and has completed a year of
graduate work at the University of
Stockholm, Sweden. He will be writing a
regular column for this paper. ConnPIRG's
office is at 57 Farmington Avenue in Hartford, and the phone number is 525-9326.)
As the new Director of ConnPIRG (the
Connecticut" Public Interest Research
Group), I would like to take this opportunity
to express my views on the future of our
organization. Although relatively new,
ConnPIRG, like twenty-eight other Ralph
Nader inspired PIRG's
scattered
throughout the nation, is making a serious
effort to bring about meaningful social
change. We recently completed a bank

A Feminist View . By Sheila Driscoll
Rumor has it that last Saturday the
Trustees, in a rather surprising move,
decided to abolish the sex quota. Due to their
concern about collegiate security and the
danger of any information being leaked to
the students, the Trustees did not comment
on the decision. We can only speculate about
their motives. I imagine the decision-came
about through a discussion like this:
Saturday, January 19, 11:00 AM
Chairman Starfish: The next item on our
agenda, gentlemen, is this business about
the quota. It seems we'have a petition here
from about 1,000 students asking that it be
abolished. What does the Committee say
about the question?
Mr. Alpo: Well, it's a complicated matter.
Abolishing the quota would bring us
problems, but also benefits. For one thing,
our committee feels that if we admitted a
larger percentage of women, the library

interest survey which received coverage in
the local press and I testified at two
hearings before the Connecticut General
Assembly's Committee on Environment. I
discussed the energy crisis and the need for
returnable bottles. Peter Basch, Chairperson of the Board of Directors, also
testified. However, the issue at hand is the
future, not the past.
Currently consisting of five schools
(Trinity, Amhurst, St. Joseph, Central
Connecticut, and the University of Connecticut), we have before us three major
objectives for the months ahead. First, we
must fortify and strengthen those PIRG's
already in existence. The funding
mechanisms at several schools must be
changed in order for us to acquire the
necessary resources. In addition to that, it is
imperative that we become well respected
as a responsible social action organization,

not jast in the outside world, but on each and
every campus. Each PIRG should have an
office on campus through which students
can voice their complaints and see their
money being utilized effectively. Communications must be improved tremendously. Regular meetings must be held and
goals established and met.
Secondly, we must move quickly to
organize new PIRG groups on the remaining
campuses throughout the state. In order for
us to have any impact on society, it is
essential for us to become a recognized
power. Simply put, more schools means
more money which will enable us to hire
more permanent staff members such as
lawyers, scientists, researchers, and
journalists, Only with a large full-time staff
coupled with student volunteers and interns
can we hope to achieve any success in the
areas of consumer protection and social
justice.

And thirdly, we must design and implement major projects which meet the
needs of the college students as well as
society at large. Alleged insurance fraud
and alleged discriminatory telephone installation rates should be investigated on a
wide scale, not to mention all the other
possibilities such as housing, health care
and pollution control.
'
The goals we've established are huge to
say the least, and the road before us is not as
smooth as we'd like to believe. However,
with the aid of active students and
professors there's no doubt in my mind that
we can achieve these goals within the year,
We need your help. Let's put an end to those
ideas that the campuses are asleep,
apathetic, socially unconscious. Let's get
involved NOW.

Quota Motives?

squeeze would be considerably relieved due
to women's propensity to spend more time
filing their nails.
Mr. Brainy: No doubt you're right about
that.
Mr. Alpo: But then, there's the question
about majors. Since we admitted women in
1969, the Comparative Literature Program
has lost two majors per year, and the Intercultural Studies Department has gained
three majors per year. Now we can't be sure
that this is due to the influence of women on
campus, but clearly, it's a dangerous trend
which bears watching.

Mr. Noses: Mr, Alpo-, has your committee
done any research into the issue of dormitory cleanliness? Specifically, do male or
female students keep their rooms neater?
Mr. Alpo: I regret we didn't have time to
tackle that question.

Mr; Noses: Then I would agree with the
recommendation from Mr. Lids. More
research needs to be done.
Mr. Polka: Come off it, Noses. In the Jast
three years, we have spent $60,000 on door
lqcks and outdoor lighting. It's about time
we got some use out of them.
Mr. Weed: I do believe the gentleman is
correct. And another point to consider is the
college counselors. I've always thought they
were overpaid. If we admitted more women,
at least they'd have more patients.
Mr. Starfish: Gentlemen, gentlemen, I think
we are getting lost in a forest of detail, LeL
us return to the main issue, Mr. Alpo, what
about football?

Mr. Alpo: Ah, yes. About that point we can
be certain, As you all know, in the short run,
our interests are best served by having 1,000
boys around to be our football players and
kazoo blowers. However, reliable national

studies predict that in ten years, alumni
interest will have switched to women's
crew. We should be -prepared.
Mr. Starfish; I think that settles the matter.
Let us abolish the quota and beef up the
crew team.
All: Hear! Hear!
Maybe I'm wrong about their motives.
The Trustees may have wished to satisfy the
demands of the students. Or they may
finally have recognized that a quota is
discriminatory and that women have a right
to an equal opportunity for college
education. It's more likely that they simply
decided that an unrestricted admissions
policy would be more profitable and more
convenient. Regardless of their reasons, it
will be nice to have more freshmen women
here next year. Thank-you Mr. Trustee.

If Dogs Run Free
By Matt Moloshofe
Whenever I see one of those brave
prophets, spray-paint can in hand,
spreading the word on the New York City
subways, my bosom swells with pride.
Graffiti—the topic of a photo essay in this
issue—has always fascinated me. Ever
since I was a little baby—I forget just how
old, of course—I've wanted to take my
penciLand move the world.
Unfortunately, I grew up rather inhibited.
And even to this day, I do not have the heart
to take up a magic marker arid place a few
well-chosen words—words which might
change someone's day or their life—on a
toilet stall.
I stand before the urinal like Mlchangelo
before the Sistine ceiling, like DaVinci
before Mona Lisa, like Rembrandt Schwartz
before the Matjes herring. Clutching my
magic marker (a deep, blue, indelible
magic marker at that) I try to choose the
words with which I shall make my mark on
history.
Suddenly someone comes in and goes to

To the Editor:
I would like to call it to the attention of the
college community that Dr. Gene Frankel,
assistant professor of physics, has not been
reappointed for the next academic year.
I think this is a great loss to the college
community because Dr. Gene Frankel is a
fine teacher in an important subject matter,
the history of science. History of science is a
valuable study because it is crucial to understand the history of science to be able to
make responsible decisions for its use in the
future. This is especially true in light of the
energy crisis, nuclear weaponry, and grave
ecological problems which threaten our
society.

Graffiti

the urinal next to me. Not quite knowing
what to do, I decide to hide tile marker. I
stuff it into my pants. It lodges itself in an
uncomfortable place, and I decide I better
go into a regular staff instead.
Once in the stall, I sit down and relax. This
will be easy, think I. Then, just as I uncap
the marker, a Buildings and Grounds
worker comes in. In my confusion, the
marker drops into the toilet. Twirling
around to see what had happened my arm
strikes the flusher and down goes
everything.

So much for the Sistine Chapel.
Graffiti can be written on any subject and
is very cheap. It is known as art for the
people because a lot of people go to the
bathroom, and usually it uses simple
language and is accompanied by a diagram
explaining the sentence.
To train myself for this craft, I watched
Jon Gnagy's "Learn to Draw" shows for
fourteen years, and am taking a B.A.

Dr. Gene Frankel presents his material in
a fresh, innovative manner which brings the
subject matter to life and encourages
original thought. Dr. Gene Frankel's
friendly, open manner toward his students is
a refreshing feature of his personality.
I suggest that if the physics department
cannot accommodate Dr. Gene Frankel, he
be given a position in the history department. If Dr. Gene Frankel is not reappointed, I think the college will be suffering
a great loss.
Respectfully,
Jim Cobbs, '76

'evaluations'

But then, what else can I do with a B.A.?
Most graffiti artists get upset when
someone paints their work over or erases or
sandpapers it. They say important
documents of the life and times of the nation
are lost by such erasures. In some cases
though it saves a great deal of embarrassment. For example, if the President
of the United States wanted to go, to the
bathroom in Mather Hall, wouldn't he be
insulted by the foul language and obscene
diagrams? If only to protect his sensibilities, we should erase it.

Two places which are not well known for
their graffiti are the White House and the
Pentagon. But that's because all the graffiti
there is classified information and it was the
graffiti problem which was one of the major
concerns of the plumbers' unit.

Speaking of whom, the real reason thai
President Nixon didn't like Daniel EUsberg
was that he said something nasty about the
President on the walls of stall two in the
RAND corporation, which Herbert Kahn
saw and told Henry Kissinger about. Henry
might not have told the President, (not
Besides, covering up old graffiti leaves wanting to bother the man) but he was
, room for new graffiti. Which is a very good known to giggle irrepressibly and secret
thing, if you ask me. Not to say that schools service men had to whisk him away. What it
of graffiti thinking change violently over the was air about is lost to history.
passage of weeks. But then, you never know.
But I'm told that the Egyptians are having
Or do you?
trouble understanding some things scratWhich reminds me. There is graffiti and ched in the sand near the latrine at
there is graffiti. It comes in different shapes Kilometer 101. ,
,.
and sizes. College campuses are well known
And if Henry Kissinger can do it, I d° n c
for graffiti, as are bathrooms and subways, know why I should feel guilty about it.

more letters

To the Editor:
Poliferno's Math 222 is a grind.
The SEC is doing another course
evaluation, for last semester's courses.
Most people who registered completed the
evaluation—several hundred did not. We got
about 4000 evaluations for about 7000
courses taken, leaving some room for improvement. If you haven't evaluated all (or
any of) your courses yet, could you do so
now? There are forms in Mather Hall.
The evaluation is compliled solely as a
student service by the SEC. Even if you
don't use the evaluation booklet, a lot of
other people do, and they want to know what
you thought of your courses. Were they
boring? (questions 4 & 5). Were they guts?

(Q6, 15&18J.
.
. t
The questions were revised since the iasi
evaluation . . . They make the evaluation
worthwhile, but they could be better. It you
don't like them, say so (write it ori ine
evaluation, for ex,)! This evaluation thrives
on criticism. It is a student service.
So if you haven't completed tne
evaluation, I'd appreciate it if you d do u.
and drop it off in the box in Mather. Thai**
Gary Morgans
Member, SEt
Letters-to-the-Editor must not; e * c e e d J "
words in order to promote conciseness
save space!
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comments
'RTC Reviews
Einstein's Relativity

I received so many letters about the
review of Grisbinyazkii's "Zeno's
Paradoxes", that I have reviewed another
Kitchen Record set, Einstein's "Relativity"
by Ira Deadlock. First a few words about
Kitchen Records...
Kitchen Records is a relatively new
company (2 years) based in Horseheads,
N.Y., near Elmira. In the first year the
company put out many greatest hit albums
by obscure groups of by-gone days. The
company stayed just ahead of its debts until
the president, Robert Zenowitz, came up
with the idea of three record sets by
unknown composers. So far they have put
out twelve such sets, and as those who own
one know, they have been delightfully
rewarding.
Deadlock's "Relativity" is the newest set,
in date of pressing and composition. Ira
Deadlock, a stunning 5 ft. 4 inch, 25 year old
blond, is a native of Morphine, Michigan.

She has her Ph. D. in physics and music, and
this most unlikely background has produced
an extraordinary composition. She completed the symphony, which lasts two and a
half hours, in 1972. As soon as the conductor
of the Columbus Municipal Symphony,
Frederic Goldenberg, saw the work, he
agreed to record it. Kitchen Records' made
quite a coup to come up with this piece, for
although it is only a few weeks off the press
it has been getting rave reviews. It is almost
unbelievable, so you will have to hear it.
To understand what Ira was trying to do,
you only need to know a little of the theory of
relativity. The themes and progressions are
nice, but the mechanical structure is what
makes the symphony stand out. All
properties of the music are present with a
standard stereo set, although they come out
more fully in a better system.
I started listening to the music sitting in a
chair. A pleasant theme was introduced. I
got up and walked toward the left speaker,

and the music changed to a quick and
thundering mood. When I stopped in front of
the left speaker, the mood again changed.
As I walked toward the right speaker the
music became soft and dreamy until I got
back to the chair. The music was the same
as when I started. I had left a small recorder
on the chair, and after taking off the record,
I played it back. The music had stayed the
same where the recorder was! The change
in the music was produced by the listener's
position in the room. This was Deadlock's
interpretation of relativity. The change is
not the effect of any electronic
manipulation, but is built into the music.
Different places in the room receives
different music, and a moving person hears
an even greater variety of themes. I found
that the best theme was heard when moving
toward the right speaker, a soft wispy
theme, which reminds me of some of
Grisbinyazkii's greatest.

One of the most fascinating things which
the listener can do is to run around the, room
clockwise at 15 mph. If this is done the
listener will hear one note, and this will be
kept up for as long as he can run. If the
listener runs in the opposite direction the
piece, all six sides, will be over in a split
instant. Running clockwise at a slower
speed, let's say 11 mph, the piece can be
made to last as long as the listener desires
(at 11 mph the piece will last four months).
This album is truly incredible, and when
it gets national promotion, may become tne
best seller ever. Ira has come up with a
record which is more fun than a yo-yo. Ira
and Kitchen Records will probably clean up.
It has not been publicized yet, so buy it
before the stores run out. It will work on
normal stereo, and only costs $7.21. For
further information write to: Robert
Zenowitz, 96 Wampus Plaza, Horseheads'
N.Y.

Rome,

Personality
Tuesday, March 5, at 7:30 in the Chapel, Dr.
John Donnelly, Psychiatrlst-in-Chief of the
Institute of Living will speak on the subject of
Personality, from his own work experience.
This theme will be open for interested faculty
and students to develop according to their own
discipline or interest," Each person will be
Bivenone minute to present an Indication of his'
area of concern before the full meeting.

Indians

"The Essence of the American Indian" Is the
topic of Norman W. Ofslager's talk at a
Watkinson Library-Trinity College Library
Associates Open House Wednesday evening,
Jan. 23, at 8:15 p.m. in the Trumbull Room at
the library. Ofslager is a professor of sociology
and anthropology at the University of Hartford.
Professor Ofslager, who received his f h . D .
from Cornell University, will discuss who the
American Indian is, where he came from, how
he lived, and how Hollywood's concept of him is
far from the truth.
Portraits and prints of Indian life will be
exhibited in the Trinity Library as well as.
material on the betrayal of the Indian by treaty
and his dispossession by white settlers.

Plants

Connpirg
In accordance with its contractual
obligations, ConnPIRG will be offering refunds
of the $2 fee on Wednesday January 30th, and
Thursday January 31st. Refunds will be handled on those two dates in the Student Government Office between the hours of 9:00 a.m.12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Refunds are
allowed to any registered full-time undergraduate (that is, anyone paying the
Student Activities Fee).
There will be a meeting of ConnPIRG (the
Connecticut Public Interest Research Group)
tomorrow, Wednesday January 23rd, at 7:30
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. The new Director,
Steve Wisensale, will be there to listen to how
Trinity students want to see ConnPIRG run. All
interested members of the Trinity community
are encourage to attend.
ConnPIRG has lust opened a new office at 57
Farmington Avenue in Hartford. The telephone
number is 525-9326, Volunteers are urgently
needed for typing, legislative research, interviewing, etc. The office is"easy to get to, and
only a 20 minute walk from Trinity. If interested, please call Steve Kayman at 247-1014.

Pigeon
FOUND: a pigeon with a broken wing, under
Cook Arch, last Sunday night.'Call Gordon
Smith, 527-1481, if you lost it or would like to
take care of it.

Adopt-A-Plant Day Number 2 will be
Tuesday, January 29. Persons wishing to start
or add to their plant collections may want to
. browse among the offerings. Persons wishing
to sell some plants and make some money are
A few seats are left on the group flight TO
invited to participate that day in the Weah
England during Spring vacation. The price of
Lounge, from 10:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. We hope
$221.00 covers round-trip transportation via
to offer sonnet, small plants from a .local
TWA for the period March 17-29. Interested:
greenhousein addition to home-grown Verifies.; • persons may contact Dean Ellen Mulqueen,

England

Valentine
Due to the volume of valentine cards that the
post office has received in previous years, post
office personnel requests that those students
who wish to send valentine cards stuff the
cards into the various boxes themselves. This
can only be done between the afternoon hours
of two and four on February 12 and 13.

Shabbat
Shabbat Services will be held this Friday
evening at 7:15 at the Hillel House on 30
Crescent St. A short Oneg will follow the service. All are welcome!

Fellowship
Students interested in a career in public
administration at the national, state, or locaf
level are offered an opportunity to apply for a
fellowship to study, at two state universities.
Fellowships for single fellows have a total
value of $4600 of which $3300 is a cash stipend
and $1300 the value of remission of fees and
tuition. Married students receive an additional
cash grant of $400.
Beginning about mid-June the Fellows will
serve a ten-weeks internship in a state/local, or
federal agency in the South. During the 1974-75
academic year the Fellows will spend the Fall
semester at either The University of Alabama
or Kentucky and the Winter- and Spring
quarters at the University of Tennessee.
Fellows who complete the
Program
satisfactorily will receive a Certificate in
Public Administration,, Fellows, also may

complete an MA or MPA at one of the
universities attended. The Program provides
all course work necessary for these degrees.
Candidates must be American citizens who
have completed or will complete a bachelor's
degree with any recogniied major by June of
1974. Fellowships are awarded to those
students who demonstrate a combination of
high academic achievement and a real interest
in a career in public administration In the
South.
Applications should be submitted as soon as
possible but must be received by March 1,1974,
For information and applications write to:
Coleman B, Ransone, Jr., Educational
Director, Southern Regional Training Program
in Public Administration, Drawer I, University, Alabama, 35486.

Cities
Robert E. Patricelli, vice president of The
Greater Hartford Process, Inc. will speak on
"Rebuilding Cities - Marketing Realities &
Development Strategy" on Wednesday,
January 23, 8:00 p.m. in the Life Sciences
Auditorium. The
Urban-Environmental
Studies Program is sponsoring the talk. All are
welcome.

Ferris
The Ferris Athletic Center is now open for
student recreation four nights a week, Monday
through Thursday from 7 to 10 p.m., and
Saturday and Sunday afternoons from 1 to 5
p.m. Basketball, squash, and tennis facilities
are available, and the weight room, swimming
pooi, and track are open for student use,
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Bent and
Broken . .
Beneath the elms ... Broken limbs
and branches littered a major
portion of the quad during exam
week in December. Wind and ice
combined on December 17 to wreck
havoc on trees and power lines
throughout New England. The view
is the elm directly in front of the
Northam
towers. The storm
severely damaged many of the trees
on the quad. Some of the trees, including the one pictured here, may
not be salvagable, according to J,
Ronald Spencer, dean for community life.

Community Involvement Notices
1) The Poor People's Federation in Hartford
coordinates the citizen participation in
Model Cities programs. The agency
would like one or two students to work
together with their community coordinators to set up meetings and attend
meetings in which residents of the Model
Cities target areas are helped in a
variety of ways. Some of the assistance
involves writing letters for people,
visiting agencies with them, referring
them to agencies, and in general
engaging in many
community
organization activities. Students would
have an opportunity to attend the commission meetings held in each area once
a month.
Three or four hours a week should be spent
in this work to be effective. If you are
interested please contact:
Joan Gibson, Information Specialist
Poor People's Federation
278-7570

j Energy

•

•

the students in this program in a variety
2) A leader for a group of pre-teenage boys,
of ways. If interested please contact:
age nine to eleven is needed at Mitchell
Ivan A. Backer
House. The group of about ten boys is
Office of Community Affairs
being encouraged to undertake activities
McCook 326, extension 310
that appeal to them either around sports
such as, skating and swimming, or 4) Improvement of reading skills through
speech and drama may be an effective
around more hobby centered activities.
method of reaching students who have
One afternoon a week is needed by this
not responded to many other attempts in
group and at this point it can be any afthe past.
ternoon of your choice." If you are interested please call:
Carl Brown
! ,
Mitchell House
522-2129
3) Bulkeley High School has initiated this
year a Higher Horizons Program which
enrolls under-achieving students who
have potential to do better and works with
these students intensively to motivate
them and improve their performance.
Trinity students are needed to supplement
the regular staff by tutoring either individually or in groups and working with

•

grounds.
"The committee should be given decisive
powers in these areas," continued Basch.
"Right now, we're just a rubber stamp."
Stan Ackert, '76, with most Trinity
students, thought the school was handling
the crisis well, though Basch saw many
lights which could be put out without affecting security.
'
"The lower temperatures keep my fingers
from warming up when I play the flute, and
is also making my clavichord go out of
tune," said Matt Cahn, '76".
Many students noticed changes around
their homes during vacation. Mallard Owen,
'76, said lines at gas stations in New York
City were unbelievably long, and the city
still has too many lights. Tom Gerchman,
'75, also expressed problems of a Christmas
with no lights.
One drastic change noticed by students
who had registered for courses at consortium colleges was that, on their return,

Also, stimulation and improvement of mate'
and physics skills by various games ami
labs is being tried at the Fox Middle
School.
If either of these novel approaches interest:
you, please contact:
•
Ivan A. Backer
}
Office of Cummunity Affairs
Office of Community Affairs
McCook 326, extension 310

,i

From Pg

the number of runs of the consortium bus
had been substantially reduced,
The reduction, according to a letter to
students, was to save energy by cutting out
unnecessary runs.
Maureen Healy, '77; observed that the new
schedule was based on the riding habits of
last* semester's passengers, while this
semester's riding patterns will change. Dr.
Vogal of the University of Hartford who
determines, the bus schedule was
unavailable for comment.
"The energy shortage will definitely affect Trinity's future," said Lips. It would be
premature to say whether there will be
calendar changes or room rent increases
next year, because there is'no way of
predicting next year's fuel situation, said
Lips. As for new energy sources for Trinity,
no one was willing to say anything definite,
although Lips said he is interested in seeing
students or faculty research the problem.

A double-order of ski touring
with some winter camping on the side.
That's Clapp & Treat's
complete ski touring shop.
With cross-country skis by
Asnes, Toppen, Bonna,
Splitkein/Bass,
Bindings by Troll, Eie/.Bass,
Tempo, JofTa, Villom. .
Cross-country clothing and
winter camp equipment by
The North Face, Gerry,
Alpine Designs, Kelty.
.
A fine selection of waxes.

And there's more
Our cross-country specialists
can provide basic instruction
on waxing and touring
techniques when the snows
flying. Rentals available too.
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FRED LOCKE
BREAKS
THE PRICE
BARRIER ON

SONY!
SONY

DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.

TC-134SD
CASSETTE DECK

194

•Ferrite & Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
•Tape Select Switch
• 3—Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
• Much More

00

Brought to

you

by

SUPERSCOPE

REGULARLY 239.95

YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
We can't say enough about the EPI 100'S, but saying "enough" . . .isn't . . .
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 700'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easily driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 510X automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 , . . Enough said?

SYSTEM LIST PRICE $513.40

SYSTEM PRICE

$425

EPI MODEL 100'S
LIST
$188.00

SAVE 88.40/

SHERWOOD

BSR

SHERWOOD S-7100A
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER .
LIST $219.95

SWIcOOfyULD
BSR MCDONALD
510X
TURNTABLE
LIST $105.45

f
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1835 WILBRAHAM ftO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

782-7 III
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STORE HOURS
Mon.-Wed. 10-7
Thurs.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-5:30

&). U

216 West Main St.
Avon, Conn.
678-1797

1071 Burnside Ave.
East Hartford, Conn.
528-9479

1533 State St.
New Haven, Conn.
787-0183

Bants Cop Yankee Hoop Crown

By Doug Sanderson
Trinity College won its first basketball
tournament in recent memory Sunday,
defeating Eastern Connecticut State College
63-52 to win the Connecticut Yankee Invitational. Trinity jumped out to a 28-14 lead
with 6:02 left in the first half, but had to
withstand a strong Eastern rally to record
the win, their seventh in ten starts.
Trinity's three top scorers, Senior Nat
Williams and sophomores Othar Burks and
Wayne Sokolosky, led the way through all
three of Trinity's victories. Friday night,
they scored 10, 18 and 16 points, respectively, in an 81-80 upset over the University
of New Haven. Saturday night they hit for

Hockey Films
See Page 7

23,22 and 7 points in an 80-70 victory over
previously once-beaten Geneseo State
College (of New York). Sunday they scored
16, 18 and 12.
After Burks and Williams led Trinity's
game-opening burst, Eastern, led by 6'4
center Ron LaVigne, closed the gap to 29-23
at the half. By switching to a tight man-toman defense the Warriors held Trinity to
one point in the last five minutes of the half.
Eastern continued their onslaught after
the ridiculously long halftime exhibition, in
which 12 pre-teens competed in. a freethrow, jump-shooting and dribbling contest.
Playing a slow, deliberate offense, the
Warriors scored first in the half at 2:29.
They pulled to within two twice, at 34-32 and
38-36, but the Bantams scored the next six
and never reliquished the lead.
At times the contest seemed unfair to
Trinity, as they were called upon to battle
both Eastern Connecticut and the officials.
Once Ron Waters was called for traveling
after being shoved out-of-bounds, and the
entire Trinity.contingent went berserk. But
the ten of them sat down after Eastern lost
the ball.
The game was a dull affair for the most
part, however. It was marked by strong
Trinity defense and consequently bad
Eastern shooting (21-for-60), Meanwhile
Trinity shot" just under 50%, led by Nat
Williams' 8-for-ll (22-for- 34 for the tour-'
ney). Williams also led the way under the
boards with nine rebounds, tied with Trin's
Bill Fenkel for game-high. Bo Picard had
six assists, including a couple of beauties,
but his shooting was poor.
The New Haven game was a true cliffhanger. Trinity came from behind to win
behind the clutch foul-shooting of third
guard Bobby Williams. Williams scored
eight of his points on free throws, inducting
the clincher in the final 30 seconds. The
Chargers had one last chance to win, but
Pickard knocked away Bob Kirilichin's final
shot to preserve the win. Trinity was outshot, 47% to 45%, and was outrebounded 50

to 40, but hit seven more free throws.
Trinity also came from behind Saturday
night against Geneseo State. Trailing 35-33
2 1/2 minutes into the second half, Burks
and Nat led a 20-5 Trinity tear that projected
the Bombin' Bants into a 54-4- lead entering
the final quarter. Geneseo never threatened
after that. Nat Williams' 23 points and 13
bounds led Trinity.
The All-Star team for the tournament
included two Trinity players, Burks and
Williams. Others chosen to the elite were
Ralph Midgette, Eastern's guard, Bobby
Roboto, Geneseo State's forward, and St.
John Fisher's forward Sidney Gallmon.
Burks, who was chosen to the UHar-Trinitv
Invitational All-Tourney team earlier this
season, was also named Tournament MVP.
Six of the tourney teams were Nutmeggers; Quinnipiac College, Central
Connecticut (winner of the UHar-Trinity
meet), University of New Haven, Southern
Connecticut, Eastern Connecticut, and
Trinity. The other two teams, Geneseo State
and St. John Fisher College, were New Yorkbased.
REPORTER RAMBLINGS: Gas shortage
is playing a big role in New England
athletics already.... No more than 200 fans
attended Sunday's tournament finale,
probably because they could not get enough
gas to risk the trip.... This reporter could not
even get to the Friday night contest for that
reason .... But TEN Trin fans? The support
that the hoopsters are getting is atrocious....
Record is 7-3, best in years, exciting
players, but no fans: where are the 600 who
attended Halloween?... Saturday afternoon,
UCLA vs. Notre Dame on tube, but 200 fans
attended hockey game in Glastonbury
against lousy team. Sunday, nothing on
tube, but no fans in New Haven.,..Maybe one
difference is that Glastonbury Arena allows
drinking in the stands, thus allowing the
fans to more thoroughly enjoy the action.
Could Ferris allow alcohol? Why not?
Bants' next three games are home....
Wednesday at 8 they take on Middlebury....

Saturday night at 8 it's Coast Guard
Monday night, at guess what time, Hun
Point (Merchant Marines) come to town
Would you believe 10-3? You might if Vnii
saw it.
' J
FRIDAY
TRINITY: Sokolosky 7 216, Burks 9oin
Sumler 12 4, Fenkel 4 715, Pickard 5 o 10 N
Williams, 5 0 10, Waters 0 0 0, B Willid™
ms
0 8 8. Totals 31 19 81
'
NEW HAVEN: Cunningham 7 1 «
Seilhamer 7 014, Kirilichin 7 418, Wilder 5 o
10, Smith 0 2 2, Mankowski 2 0 4, Carey 033
Arroyo 3 2 8, Corbin 2 0 4, Milone 10 2 Totals
34 12 80.
' m
Half-time: Trinity 35-33.
SATURDAY
TRINITY(80): Sokolosky 2 3 7, Burks 9 4
22, N. Williams 9 5 23, Pickard 4 210, Fenkel
4 412, Sumier 10 2, Waters 10 2, B. Williams
1 0 2. Totals 31 18 80. '
GENESEO !STATE(70): Basher 7 2 is y
Ward 4 0 8, Roboto 7 2 16, Turner 2 0 (
Hassett 2 2 6, Silliman 3 3 9, Witter 215,'
Hilimare 3 0 6. Totals 30 10 70.
'\
Halftime: Trinity 30-29
'r
SUNDAY
;
EASTERN (52): Snyder 10 2, Midgette421
10, LaVigne 5 212, Lauretti 10 2. Maher 226 s
M. Williams 3 4 10, Pollard 2 0 4, Bailey 20 i
4, LaFlamme 10 2, Jones 0 0 0, Siemienskid!
0 0, Totals 21 10 52.
t
TRINITY (63): Burks 5 818, Sokolosky 52 f
12, N. Williams 8 016, Pickard 10 2, Fenkei! f1 5, Sumler 2 4 8, B. Williams 10 2. Totals 211
15 63.
[
Half-time: 29-23 Trinity,
-,

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic-out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
"Refutable Cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad fora pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

$1.98

Special low college rates
for campus delivery of

^JfeJIkS

(It goes to your head)
Contact
Mark Faber
P.O. Box 1112
Trinity College
Tel.: 247-?810
Weekdays
Weekdays
Weekdays and Sundays
Mon.-Sat. $9.75
Mon.-Fri. $8.60
$17.95
Daily subscription rates on campus are 20% below the newsstand price.

TRINITY
BOOKSTORE

Photo by Dave Levin

Freshman netminder Ted Judson records one of the 21 saves he had against New Haven in the opening game of the
Wesleyan Invitational Tournament. Judson's timely heroics backboned the Bantams to a hard fought 3-2 victory in their
first tournament appearance in three years. He was also outstanding the following evening against UConn until an
unfortunate injury rendered him useless.

Cieary Sparks Attack

Trinity Takes 2nd in Ice Tourney
By Murray Peterson
The Trinity Hockey Team has increased
its record to 6-3, having split two games
before Christmas, and taking two out of
three since the vacation break, including a
tournament victory over New Haven, a
team they had lost to just before the break.
New Haven, Dec. io- Mike White flipped
home the winning goal from the corner of
the crease and Mike McDonnell provided an
empty net insurance tally from his own blue
line as the New Haven Chargers nipped
Trinity, 6-4, in a hard fought contest.
The Bantams' Chris Wyle opened the
scoring midway through the opening period,
stealing from a defenseman and going in all
alone. Mark Cieary increased the margin to
two with less than a minute gone in the
second stanza, finishing off a good passing
combination with Sandy Weedon. The
Chargers' Peter Gomes got that back at the
midpoint of the period breaking off the wing
to score on a rising 30 footer.
Most of the scoring came in a fast-paced
final period, and unfortunately it was Trin's
backline that broke under the constant
pressure.
,
.
Bob Mongillo tied it up at the 19 second
mark of the frame on a rebound. Joe Muskin

rocketed home the next two Charger goals
on long drives, but each was countered, first
by Weedon and then by Cieary, both coming
off fine passing plays by the Bantams' 'red'
line.
New Haven was the team that had some
gas left, thtough, as White and McDonnell
settled the verdict.
Glastonbury, Dec. 12- Jono Frank
registered his second hat trick of the, young
season and goalie Ted Judson was forced to
face only 12 shots while Trinity bombarded
the Springfield net with 53 shots, overpowering the Chiefs, 8-2.
Springfield notched the game's first tally
at the three minute mark, as Steve Addona
finished a good passing play from 10 feet
out. Frank, though, put the Bantams ahead
to stay, as he successfully exploited two •
straight power play opportunities midway
through the stanza. Sandy Weedon increased the margin to two on a fine individual effort near the end of the opening 20
minutes.
Joe Noel brought the Chiefs back to within
one, scoring the fastest goal ever in a Trinity
game, the score coming just 8 seconds into
the period. That was to be their last gasp,
though, as Trinity put the verdict on ice with

Swimmers Down Jeffs
to Stehle as he stroked home first in the 200
By The Farkled Fin Of Fate
On December 13 at 4:00 p.m., the Trinity IM in a time of 2:15,0 . Stewart overcame a
Swimming and Diving Team embarked on a strong and stubborn opponent as he came
journey into the win column with a victory from behind for a second place in the time of
over the Lord Jeff's of Amherst in a close 2:19.2.
The Carp and Stewart pulled important
match, 57-56. The team took the lead early
second and third place points in the 100 free
and never lost it afterwards.
The initial event saw the 400 yard medley on times of :54.6 and :55.0 as the Amherst
relay team of Ted Stehle, Jim Bradt, Walt sprinter tore into the water at a speed of
Stewart and Steve Cecil streak the 16 :50.2 every 100 yards.
Stehle, high point man for the meet,
lenghths in a time of 4:03.7.
Soon afterwards came the horrendous captured the 200 back in a slick time of
1000 freestyle and a great disappointment; 2:17.4, a personal best.
The 500 free saw Amherst's Kirkwood
Dave Teichman, who had led the race and
won it in the time of 11:55.1, was disqualified beat out Teichmann in the last 50 yards as
in a poor official's call in which he was said the time of 5:37.5 was good for a second,
to have missed a wall in the process of with Guts man Devery squeezing into a third
making a flip turn. Second place Amherst's place.
Bad Man Bradt re-wrote the record book
man was awarded first with a time of 12:46.0
and Rob Meyer picked up valuable points for the third straight week as he stroked the
200 breast in a time of 2:30.4. Gene Shen
with a second in 13:59.0.
In the 200 freestyle, one of Amherst's two shattered the 2:40 mark as he captured a
premier sprinters was revealed and took the second place in the personal best time of
race in the time of 1:56.8, second and third 2:38.8. The sweep in this event proved vital.
The score was now 56-41, Trinity, There
going to Ed "the Carp" and Frank "the
Grube" in times of 2:06.0 and 2:09.0 was. need of only one more point to assure
the victory. This was delivered as the- fine
respectively.
The other sprinter was let loose in the 50 frosh diver Bets'e "Tickles" Tyson sprung to
free as he glided to a smooth : 22.1, a tenth of a third in the optional diving. The final
a second off the pool record. Second was won relay, the 400 free, saw Amherst win, but the
by Steve Cecil in :24.4 and third was taken final score was in favor of the Trins at 57-56,
the first victory over the Lord Jeffs in 18
by Ron Williams in :24.9.
The first of two individual victories came years.

three goals in a space of 2:39. Each of the
Bants' top three lines came through, the
goals coming off the sticks of Mark Cieary,
Dave Koncz, and Frank, for his trick. The
Springfield netminder faced 20 shots, while
Judson saw only two come his way.
Trinity tallied twice more in the final
stanza, George Finkenstaedt scoring on a
man advantage, and Al Plough converting a
rebound for his first Trinity goal.
Middletown, Jan. 11-Mark Cieary finished
off a breakaway at the midpoint of the third
period, scoring his second goal of the night
and carrying Trinity to a 3-2 victory over
New Haven in the opening game of the first
Wesleyan Invitational Hockey Tournament,
deary's goal past the sprawled Buddy
Heaney came off a blocked shot by linemate
Sandy Weedon. It avenged an earlier 64 loss
to the Chargers and propeled the Bants into
the tournament final against UConn.
Al Plough put Trinity out in front at the
12:39 mark of the first period as he flipped in
a rebound off a Mark Henderson blue line
drive.
New Haven's Mike McDonnell got that one
back three minutes later, beating the
Bantams' Ted Judson from in close.
deary's first goal of the evening came
midway through the contest as he blasted
the disc home from the left faceoff circle
after passes from Jeff Ford and Sandy
Weedon.
The smallest player in the tournament,
New Haven's Larry Tomaselli, at 5'4",
scored a big goal, as he fired from outside
the blue line, the puck somehow eluding
Judson, at 7:11 of the third period, deary,
however, once again produced the go-ahead
goal, and this time it stood up for one of
Trinity's most important wins in its
relatively brief existence.
Middletown, Jan. 12- University of Connecticut connected for six goals in a span of
12 minutes to turn a tight, penalty-filled
contest into a laugher, capturing first place
in the first Wesleyan Invitational Hockey
Tournament, 9-5.
The Huskies Bob Breig slammed home a
rebound at 12 minutes of the first period
while on the power play, but the Bantams'
Mark Cieary got that one back on a blast
from 30 feet three minutes later.
UConn's Joe Marashio put them ahead
less than a minute into the middle stanza,
converting his own rebound, Jim Lenehan,
converted to defense to strengthen the
backliners, tied it up on passes from Cieary
and Jeff Ford, and Sandy Weedon put them
ahead a short-range slapshot.
The Huskies' Tom Dockrell knotted the
score at three by the second intermission on
a reverse direction shot that eluded Rudy
Montgelas, who was pressed into service
after Ted Judson was injured.
The third period was just about all UConn
as their high-powered offense finally started

to click as only Mark Henderson, on a blue
line drive, and Jeff Ford from in close could
answer the Huskies' six goals.
Trinity must still be commended for an
inspired performance through the tournament, and proved to many people that a
club team without recruiting can keep up
with varsity teams from larger colleges.
Glastonbury, Jan. 19- Trinity, despite
their worst all-around performance of the
season, managed to escape with a 9-7 victory over Western New England College,
Mark Cieary, Jono Frank, and Sandy
Weedon led the attack with two goals apiece,
Weedon bagged the first two goals of the
contest, Pete Taussig the next one, and
Cieary two more in the first 16 minutes to
move the Bants out to a seemingly insurmountable five goal lead.
The Golden Bears, however, roared back
potting two quick goals at the end of the first
session, and coining through with three
more in the first eight minutes of the second.
John Partridge, easily the best player on the
ice on this particular afternoon, scored
three of those catch-up goals.
Frank fired home a rocket off the faceoff
to give Trinity the lead again after two
periods.
Western New England tied it up once
again early in the final stanza, but Trinity
put the verdict on ice as Frank, on a burst of
speed and a high rising shot, Mark Henderson, on a bomb from the pointy and Jeff
Ford, from 20 feet, scored before one last
gasp from the visitors.
The pucksters, led by the red-hot scoring
of Mark Cieary and the improving defense
bolstered by the move of Jim Lenehan back
to the blue line, play twice at Glastonbury
this week. Fairfield will provide the opposition tomorrow evening at 7:45, and
Roger Williams invades on Saturday afternoon at 2:45.
9 Game Statistics GP G A P Pen PM
Weedon
9 ,6 14 20 8 16
Cieary
9 11 7 18 11 38
Frank
9 11 5 16 1 2
Lenehan
9 5 8 13 7 17
Finkenstaedt
9 3 9 12 3 6
Taussig
9 5 4 9
1 2
Ford
3 2 5 7
1 2
Henderson
9 2 4 6 6 12
Brady
9 1 6
7 2 4'
Huoppi
9 0 5 5 12 24
Plough
9 2 0 2 1 2
Cunningham
9 0 2 2 5 10
Koncz
8 1 0
1 2
4
Wyle
8 1 0
1 2
4
Fisher
9 0 1 1 1 2
Ludlum
9 0 1 1
1 2
Shea
6 0, 1 1 0
0
Stroud
•' •
8 0 1 1
0 0
Tamoney
3 0 0 0 0 0
Ellis
5 0 0 0 0 0
Trinity
9 50 73 123 65 149
.Opposition
9 44 39 103 65-141
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Trustees Abolish Sex Quota;
Add Students to Committees
By Lindsay Mann

"The Board of Trustees decided to
discontinue the quota of 1000 men and
agreed to move ahead with student input on
trustees' committees," said President
Theodore Lockwood, who attended the
Board of Trustee meeting as an ex-officio
member last Saturday.
The Trustees, Lockwood said, voted to
reaffirm the admissions policy, as it appears in the Trinity College Catalog.
However, Lockwood said they added that
sex is no longer a condition for admission.
The first sentence of College's general
admission policy, as it appears in the
College Catalog, will now read, "Trinity
College does not make the religious tenets,
the race, the sex, or the national origin of
any person a condition for admission," he
' said.
-

This decision will be reviewed annually,.
said Xockwood. "An annual review of admissions is done anyway, and they do want
to know what happens as a result of their
decision," he added.
"Basically, I'm surprised at the decision;
I did not expect action so soon," said Sheila
Driscoll, '76, chairperson of the Trinity
Woman Organization's committee on the
quota. However, Driscoll said she would like
to know the reasons why they took the action.
Driscoll said, "I am happy we will be
seeing more women in the next few years!"
Lockwood said the Trustee committee on
student life and community relations did not
make any specific recommendations to the
Board. However, the Trustees were

Students Seek
Seats With Trustees

receptive to admitting students to those between students and the Board," said Tony
committees where it makes the "most Piccirillo, '75, a member of the Student
Executive Committee's sub-committee on
sense,"-Lockwood stressed.
There a re certain technical issues for all student trustees.
However, Piccirillo said he would like to
to consider, noted Lockwood. He listed
items, such as the best way for effective hear directly from Dr. O'Malley, chairman
student participation on the committees, of the Trustee committee on student life and
and how the students would be chosen to community relations, as to what action was
serve on the committees. Lockwood in- taken at the meeting and how it will be
dicated the Trustee committee on student implemented.
life and community relations would consider
"Lindsay Mann and I will continue to
these matters. ;
work out the details for the participation of
But, there is no question that the Trustees students on the committees, and how they
would like to improve on communications will be chosen," added Piccirillo.
between the students and themselves, urged
Lockwood said the Board's decisions are a
Lockwood.
result of a slow process, but he stressed that
"I'm very glad to hear that they seem they have been remarkably responsive to
interested in improving communications the recent proposals.

Trustees Appoint
Four New Members

By J. Carey Laporte
Since September, me Student executive
Committee (SEC), in particular two of its
members, Lindsay Mann, '76, and Tony
Piccirillo, '75, has been' working on a
proposal concerning the admittance of
students on the Board of Trustees.
They arranged to meet with the Trustee
Committee on Student Life and Community
Relations in October to discuss a proposal,
stating that three students should be seated
as full voting members on' the Board of
Trustees. .
.
In December, the joint committee again
met, at which time Mann and Piccirillo
presented a survey of 112 private and public
institutions with student bodies over 1000.
The survey concerned the status of student
membership on the Boards of Trustees',
Thirty-five percent of the 112 institutions
have student members on the Boards of
Trustees, half of which have voting
privileges. Fifty-nine percent have student
members on Board committees, seventy
percent of which allow the students to vote.
Mann and Piccirillo also presented a
revised version of the October proposal
stating the basic reasons for seating
students on the Board.
One argument for the seating students on
the Board is "Student membership on the
Board will provide direct communication
between students and the Board." The lack
of this communication, stipulate Mann and
Piccirillo, will only "contribute to the
mutual feeling of misunderstanding" between Board members and the students. The
admittance of students on the Board will
increase the "avenues of communication"
and provide for a "direct, positive input to
the Board". It would also "increase our
understanding concerning the function of
the Board," continued the report.
"The quality and quantity of education,"
adds the proposal, would help "determine
the future social and economic status" of the
student. "Decisions determine the quantity
and quality of our education," wrote Mann
and Piccirillo. Thus, they add, "we should
be given a recognized and powerful voice in
determining the quantity and quality of our
education,"
The basic purpose, however, is to be able,
;n a "democratic system" to have "an
inalienable right to a voice in the formation
ot pohcy" by all those who are affected by

such a policy. The report continues, "only
through full participation in academic
governance can we gain the status of selfdetermining individuals."
to be continued
"Full participation in academic governance," state Mann and Piccirillo, "will
prepare us for responsibilities in an increasingly complex democratic society."
"Student participation on the Board will
also be an educational experience for the
members of the Board," concludes the
report. "Board members will profit from
the contributions which the students will
provide."
Piccirillo said the major objection to
student membership, as voiced by trustees,
faculty, and administrators, was that it
would need a change in the Charter. According to Piccirillo, the Charter prohibits
student or faculty membership on the
Board. However, Piccirillo said, "It is a
simple thing to amend the Charter,"
Another- objection regards the maturity of
the students and whether or not they can
make sound decisions, Piccirillo said. He
said he feels the "best proof against this is
the comments made by the faculty and
administrative members of the committees."
•
"Trustees say they should be unbiased,
disinterested, having no conflict and being
removed from the day to day routine of the
college," continued Piccirillo. "They should
be concerned with the institution on the
whole-legally and financially. Are the
students willing to take on this responsibility?", they ask. Piccirillo said he
believes that "most of the students" can
accomplish this responsibility and remain
unbiased.
Opponents of student membership also
claim that a "conflict of interest would be
created because of the role they'd be playing
in deciding educational policies of the
school," Piccirillo said.
How effective for the Board might the
students' contribution be? In order to answer this question we polled the forty
members of the faculty and administration
who serve on committees on which students
also serve, said Piccirillo. "I strongly feel
that the students have the capabilities and
the right to voice the views of the students on
campus...! have found that the majority of

Mrs. Walter H. Gray, (upper left), Mrs. James G. Lowenstein
(lower right), Dr. George drawbridge (lower left), Jr., and Mr.
Stuart D. Watson (upper right), were elected to the Board of
Trustees on Saturday, Jan. 19. Watson and Gray are Charter
Trustees, and will serve until retirement. Strawbridge and
Lowenstein are Term Trustees and will serve for eight years.
Gray and Lowenstein are the first women Trustees in Trinity's
history.

